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ABSTRACT
As power systems increasingly rely on renewable power sources, generation fluctua-
tions play a greater role in operation. These unpredictable changes shift the system op-
erating point, potentially causing transmission lines to overheat and sag. Any attempt to
anticipate line thermal constraint violations due to renewable generation shifts must address
the temporal nature of temperature dynamics, as well as changing ambient conditions. An
algorithm for assessing vulnerability in an operating environment should also have solution
guarantees, and scale well to large systems.
A method for quantifying and responding to system vulnerability to renewable gen-
eration fluctuations is presented. In contrast to existing methods, the proposed temporal
framework captures system changes and line temperature dynamics over time. The non-
convex quadratically constrained quadratic program (QCQP) associated with this temporal
framework may be reliably solved via a proposed series of transformations. Case studies
demonstrate the method’s effectiveness for anticipating line temperature constraint viola-
tions due to small shifts in renewable generation. The method is also useful for quickly
identifying optimal generator dispatch adjustments for cooling an overheated line, making
it well-suited for use in power system operation.
Development and testing of the temporal deviation scanning method involves time se-
ries data and system structure. Time series data are widely available, but publicly available
data are often synthesized. Well-known time series analysis techniques are used to assess
whether given data are realistic. Bounds from signal processing literature are used to iden-
tify, characterize, and isolate the quantization noise that exists in many commonly-used
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electric load profile datasets. Just as straightforward time series analysis can detect unreal-
istic data and quantization noise, so graph theory may be employed to identify unrealistic
features of transmission networks. A small set of unweighted graph metrics is used on a
large set of test networks to reveal unrealistic connectivity patterns in transmission grids.
These structural anomalies often arise due to network reduction, and are shown to exist in
multiple publicly available test networks.
The aforementioned study of system structure suggested a means of improving the per-
formance of algorithms that solve the semidefinite relaxation of the optimal power flow
problem (SDP OPF). It is well known that SDP OPF performance improves when the
semidefinite constraint is decomposed along the lines of the maximal cliques of the under-
lying network graph. Further improvement is possible by merging some cliques together,
trading off between the number of decomposed constraints and their sizes. Potential for
improvement over the existing greedy clique merge algorithm is shown. A comparison of
clique merge algorithms demonstrates that approximate problem size may not be the most
important consideration when merging cliques.
The last subject of interest is the ubiquitous load-tap-changing (LTC) transformer,
which regulates voltage in response to changes in generation and load. Unpredictable
and significant changes in wind cause LTCs to tap more frequently, reducing their life-
times. While voltage regulation at renewable sites can resolve this issue for nearby sub-
transmission LTCs, upstream transmission-level LTCs must then tap more to offset the
reactive power flows that result. A simple test network is used to illustrate this trade-off
between transmission LTC and sub-transmission LTC tap operations as a function of wind-
farm voltage regulation and device setpoints. The trade-off calls for more nuanced voltage




The unpredictability of renewable generation poses a many-faceted challenge for system
operators. As generation, demand, and ambient conditions change, the system operating
point moves about in its high-dimensional state space. It is important for the operator to
know how far the system is from the edge of the feasible operating region, and where the
closest edges are. Might some small change in the wind push the system too far in the
wrong direction, causing a transmission line to overheat? If a transmission line is overheat-
ing, what is the most efficient way to relieve it? In order to be useful, any method seeking to
answer these questions must capture the time-varying nature of the problem. It must also
be computationally efficient, and should ideally come with a solution guarantee. When
these research questions are considered in an academic environment, additional difficulties
arise. Many publicly available test networks are small, represent a reduced or scrambled
piece of a real power system, or were synthesized in a manner that makes them too different
from real systems to be useful. Time series data, an essential component of temporal power
system modeling, has issues of its own. An entire electric load dataset may be generated
from one simple function. Commonly used time series datasets are stored with all values
rounded to integers, resulting in surprisingly significant quantization noise. To develop and
test practical methods for assessing power system vulnerability to renewable uncertainty,
researchers require realistic test networks and time series data.
This dissertation introduces a deviation scanning algorithm for quickly assessing the
vulnerability of a network to changes in renewable generation. The technique revolves
around modeling and navigating a transmission network’s feasible operating region. Each
component constraint adds an edge to this region, and the system operating point can only
move so far in any direction before encountering an edge. The method identifies distances
and directions from the nominal operating point to all edges of the feasible region. This
analysis reveals the vulnerability of the system to changes in the operating point. For
each line, a non-convex quadratically-constrained quadratic program (QCQP) is used to
identify the smallest change in renewable generation that would result in an unacceptably
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high temperature. The constraint that forces line temperature to a limit is derived from
an approximation of the standard heat balance equation for overhead conductors. Each
QCQP is solved by performing a series of transformations, which reduce it to a variant
of the straightforward trust region sub-problem. A system operator equipped with this
analysis can steer the system towards the center of the feasible region, thereby increasing
its robustness to unpredictable perturbations. The same deviation scanning algorithm can
be used to compute effective re-dispatch patterns, thereby using conventional generators to
relieve an over-burdened line with only minor generation adjustments. The approach scales
to large systems with careful implementation, as many pieces of the numerical problem
may be stored and re-used across all transmission line QCQPs.
There are several existing approaches for assessing system vulnerability to changes in
generation. Those most closely related to the proposed method are the static deviation scan-
ning techniques, which identify the smallest change in renewable generation that will cause
a line to reach its steady-state limit [1, 2, 3]. This smallest change is termed the “instanton”
(a name borrowed from Physics). Static instanton methods solve an optimization problem
for each transmission line similar to the temporal one we propose. The objective is to min-
imize the change in wind (it is quadratic). Constraints include power balance and a strain
constraint, which forces the line to its power flow limit. The earliest method developed
used DC power flow, and simply solved the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions for
each quadratic program. Subsequent research employed various power flow relaxations.
One paper incorporated full AC power flow into the optimization-based framework, and
took an iterative solution approach. One limitation shared by these methods is their static
nature: they are unable to capture the thermal aspect of transmission line failure, or changes
in generation or demand over time. Dynamic Line Rating (DLR) techniques have also
been used to gauge vulnerability to renewable generation fluctuations [4, 5, 6, 7]. These
approaches are complementary to the one introduced here; they typically use simulation or
scenario-based analysis to assess vulnerability.
The other main thrust of this dissertation aims to distinguish realistic network structures
and time series data by identifying characteristics common to physical systems and mea-
surements. Numerous graph-theoretical techniques are applied to characterize the structure
of a variety of networks, adding unprecedented breadth to classical power systems anal-
ysis. It is shown that a limited number of carefully-chosen unweighted graph properties
can quickly reveal abnormal connectivity patterns, with implications for commonly-used
power system analysis algorithms. A grid graph’s maximal clique composition, for ex-
ample, has significant performance implications for the computational performance of the
Semidefinite Program (SDP) relaxation of the Optimal Power Flow (OPF) problem. Time
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series characteristics are also of concern, as the temporal deviation scanning technique re-
lies on time-varying data. The realism of publicly-available time series datasets is assessed,
and a novel method for identifying and isolating quantization noise in electric load profile
datasets is presented. Finally, a power system often relies on Load Tap-Changing (LTC)
transformers to respond to renewable variability, and failure of these devices is a key reli-
ability constraint. For this reason, the relationship between renewable generation voltage
regulation and LTC wear is explored.
There is of course prior research related to this portion of the work as well. Researchers
have used graph theory to identify system vulnerability, detect structural anomalies, and
validate synthetic networks [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The current work integrates
and contextualizes the literature by applying many independently-proposed graph-theoretic
techniques to a larger number of test networks than has previously been available. Simi-
larly, the time series work applies several analysis techniques developed in the literature.
Bringing these ideas into a common setting makes it possible to compare and combine
them for greater effect. The work on improving SDP OPF performance builds on research
that originally developed the clique-merge algorithm [16]. There is also precedent for
study of the interaction between LTC transformers and voltage regulation at wind-farm
sites [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. The key advantage of the present analysis is its aware-
ness of the trade-off between transmission and sub-transmission LTCs. This reveals the tap
minimization problem to be more complicated than is suggested in the literature.
The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces static instanton analysis,
a prior technique that characterizes vulnerability to power injection fluctuations by com-
puting the shortest distance from an operating point to the edge of the feasible operating
region. As power systems are typically limited by the time-dependent thermal constraints
of transmission lines, this limits their applicability. The static deviation scanning problem
is, however, a useful testbed for power flow approximations. Before deriving a multi-time-
step approach, we review the literature and introduce one straightforward technique for
improving the accuracy of DC-approximate static analysis without increasing computa-
tional intensity. In Chapter 3, a temporal deviation scanning framework is developed. By
linearizing the heat balance equation of a transmission line, a multi-time-step optimiza-
tion problem can identify time-varying injections that will drive a transmission line to its
temperature limit by the end of a specified time horizon. The novel optimization algo-
rithm utilizes various transformations to avoid resorting to a black-box solver. In addition
to identifying lines that are vulnerable to small changes in injection patterns, this tech-
nique can also identify efficient re-dispatch patterns that will drive line temperatures down.
Case studies for both uses of the rapid temporal scanning method are included. Temporal
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deviation scanning is also incorporated into a model predictive control (MPC) scheme to
efficiently reduce line temperatures in an operating environment. The ability of the algo-
rithm to scale to large systems is emphasized. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 address issues related
to accuracy and performance of the temporal deviation scanning algorithm. In Chapter 4,
time series data are analyzed with an emphasis on distinguishing realistic data from syn-
thetic data. Quantization noise, a particularly interesting phenomenon of digitally-stored
time series data, is the subject of Chapter 5. We describe a means of detecting and isolating
quantization noise in load profile datasets, and provide recommendations for preventing
it from arising. Development and application of the temporal scanning algorithm raises
the question at the heart of Chapter 6: what is the relationship between a grid’s graph
structure and the realism of the network? Many graph-theoretic techniques are used to
characterize the structure of numerous networks, adding breadth to prior graph-theoretic
power systems analysis. It is shown that a few carefully-chosen unweighted graph proper-
ties can quickly reveal abnormal graph structures and anticipate the performance of more
sophisticated analysis techniques. Chapter 7 details one such technique: the semidefinite
relaxation of the optimal power flow problem (SDP OPF). It is well known that sparse
decomposition of SDP OPF breaks the grid down into maximal cliques. We therefore ex-
plore the connection between clique composition and SDP OPF performance. Finally, an
interesting trade-off related to load-tap-changing transformer operations is considered in
Chapter 8. Renewable fluctuations induce tap operations, and voltage regulation at renew-
able generation sources determines how additional tap operations are apportioned among
sub-transmission and distribution LTCs.
Contributions fall into two categories: the fast temporal deviation scanning technique,
and a thorough treatment of network graph and time series data characteristics. The tempo-
ral deviation scanning approach provides a novel means of quantifying and responding to
renewable generation variability. It is supported by advances in the understanding of time
series data accuracy, power grid graph structure, performance of the semidefinite relaxation
of the optimal power flow problem (SDP OPF), and LTC voltage regulation. Throughout
the presentation, case studies are used to demonstrate application value, and novel visual-
ization techniques are employed to illustrate key ideas and results.
Following is a list of publications that have proceeded from the work described in this
dissertation.
• “Temperature-based instanton analysis: Identifying vulnerability in transmission net-
works,” published with Dr. Ian Hiskens, Dr. Michael Chertkov, Dr. Scott Backhaus,
and Dr. Daniel Bienstock in IEEE PowerTech Eindhoven, 2015 [24].
Abstract: A time-coupled instanton method for characterizing transmission network
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vulnerability to wind generation fluctuation is presented. To extend prior instanton
work to multiple-time-step analysis, line constraints are specified in terms of temper-
ature rather than current. An optimization formulation is developed to express the
minimum wind forecast deviation such that at least one line is driven to its thermal
limit. Results are shown for an IEEE RTS-96 system with several wind-farms.
• “Renewable voltage regulation and the transformer tapping trade-off,” published with
Dr. Ian Hiskens in IEEE Innovative Smart Grid Technologies-Asia (ISGT-Asia), 2016
[25].
Abstract: Load-tap-changing (LTC) transformers provide voltage regulation in sub-
transmission and distribution networks, but these expensive devices can only tap so
many times before they fail. Fluctuations due to renewable energy can cause exces-
sive tapping, accelerating aging. We address the question of how voltage regulation
at renewable sources influences tapping frequency. In particular, we show that loose
regulation results in excessive downstream (distribution) transformer tapping, while
tight regulation causes upstream (subtransmission) tapping. We use yearlong simu-
lations of a simple test network to generate tap trajectories and trade-off curves, il-
luminating the trade-off between subtransmission and distribution transformer wear.
The paper concludes with a description of future work based on joint minimization
of upstream and downstream tapping operations.
• “Topological graph metrics for detecting grid anomalies and improving algorithms,”
published with Dr. Ian Hiskens, Dr. Carleton Coffrin, and Dr. Dan Molzahn in Power
Systems Computation Conference (PSCC), 2018[26].
Abstract: Power grids are naturally represented as graphs, with buses as nodes and
power lines as edges. Graph theory provides many ways to measure power grid
graphs, allowing researchers to characterize system structure and optimize algo-
rithms. We apply several topological graph metrics to 33 publicly-available power
grids. Results show that a straightforward, computationally inexpensive set of checks
can quickly identify structural anomalies, especially when a broad set of test net-
works is available to establish norms. Another application of graph metrics is the
characterization of computational behavior. We conclude by illustrating one com-
pelling example: the close connection between clique analysis and semidefinite pro-
gramming solver performance. These two applications demonstrate the power of
purely topological graph metrics when utilized in the right settings.
• “Fast scanning for minimal wind deviations that induce temporal line overload,” au-
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thored with Dr. Ian Hiskens. Submission pending.
Abstract: A previously-developed method for studying a transmission network’s vul-
nerability to wind forecast inaccuracy is expanded. The method uses optimization to
find a likely wind generation pattern that brings a specified line to an unacceptably
high temperature. The objective quantifies wind pattern likelihood in terms of dis-
tance from the forecast, respecting spatial and temporal correlation between wind
sites and time intervals. The set of constraints enforces power balance and ensures
a chosen line in the network reaches a fixed temperature by the final time step. The
thermal constraint is second-order in voltage angle differences, and is based on a
DC-approximate line loss formulation. Repeatedly solving the QCQP for all lines
in the network yields a set of instanton candidate generation patterns, which may
then be sorted by likelihood. Having described the temporal instanton QCQP and its
solution, the paper turns to a discussion of implementation details. Finally, a series
of numerical experiments is presented. These experiments demonstrate the effect of
an instanton pattern on line temperature trajectory, the effects of wind covariance on
instanton analysis, and algorithm scaling properties.
• “Quantization noise spectra in load profile datasets,” authored with Dr. Ian Hiskens.
Submission pending.
Abstract: Electric load time series data are often quantized (rounded) before storage,
even to integer values. This introduces quantization noise with predictable properties.
This noise is well-studied in information theory, and is only negligible under certain
conditions. These conditions are tested for electric load time series. Relationships
between load profile dataset features, quantization step size, and quantization noise
are also described and numerically validated. A process for detecting and removing
quantization noise is also presented. Results demonstrate the need for caution when





As more wind generation is incorporated into modern power systems, wind variability
plays a greater role in system operation. The unpredictability of wind far exceeds that of
electric load, yet today the most common response to renewable fluctuations is reactive. To
maximize the utilization of wind, operators often allow transmission lines to approach their
temperature limits, then find a combination of wind curtailment and conventional generator
response that relieves congestion before any line sags to an unacceptable level [27]. This
approach is becoming increasingly risky. Fortunately, optimization techniques provide an
alternative. The methods described in this chapter may be used to quantify and react to
renewable generation variability in a static setting.
Consider a power system with several wind farms. The system operating point, de-
scribed by voltage magnitudes and angles at all buses, is established according to power
flow. This point exists in a high-dimensional space bounded by operating constraints. In
the instantaneous setting, the region of feasible operation is a polytope formed by super-
position of steady-state generation and line flow limits. System operators use generation
dispatch along with load and wind forecasts to anticipate the operating point, which must
lie within the feasible region (respecting all constraints). Prior to the introduction of renew-
able generation, the system operator’s task was straightforward: conventional generation
is steady, and load forecasts are accurate. The introduction of substantial wind generation
increases uncertainty. In renewable-heavy power grids, the operating point is subject to
greater deviations in shorter time frames. Quantifying this uncertainty and prescribing ap-
propriate responses is one of the central topics of this thesis proposal, and doing so in the
instantaneous setting is the subject of this chapter.
Suppose the demand forecast is accurate, generation dispatch does not change, and
generators perform droop response to handle mismatches between total generation and
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total demand. Now view the active power output of each wind farm as an optimization
variable whose base value is given by a wind forecast. As wind farm outputs vary from
their forecast values, the voltage magnitudes and angles describing the network operating
point will move about within their high-dimensional space. Power balance constraints, line
constraints, and other system constraints place boundaries on this space, characterizing
the network’s feasible region. If the wind forecast is accurate, the system presumably
sits somewhere within this region. If the wind forecast is inaccurate, however, the true
operating point will deviate from the expected one. Of all possible wind-induced shifts in
the operating point, what is the most likely shift that will push the network to the edge of
the feasible region?
Instanton analysis (with the term “instanton” being borrowed from Physics) answers
this question using optimization. The objective is to minimize the distance between the
vector of wind optimization variables and their forecast values. The most concerning sce-
narios are those closest to the forecast, as these are most likely to occur. A covariance
matrix in the objective function accommodates situations where wind farms are likely to
experience the same wind variations at the same time. The set of constraints is typical
for a power grid: power balance, an angle reference, and a constraint to implement droop
response (ensuring all slack is taken up). To obtain the instanton problem, one adds an
additional constraint to force a line to its active power flow limit (in a particular direction).
The solution to this optimization problem is an instanton candidate: it is the wind genera-
tion pattern closest to the forecast that saturates the chosen line in the chosen direction. One
can then reverse the direction of the line constraint and repeat the optimization to obtain
the second instanton candidate for the chosen line.
With the DC power flow approximation, the instanton optimization problem solves
rapidly. It is therefore computationally feasible to repeat the optimization for all lines in
the network, each in both directions. Each of the resulting instanton candidates describes
the closest operating point to the forecast that will saturate at least one line constraint. The
objective –distance from the forecast operating point– may be used to rank the instanton
candidates. The one with the lowest objective value is closest to the wind forecast. It
is the most concerning, and is designated the “instanton” in the literature. The instanton
pattern and ranked list of other candidate patterns provide insight into the vulnerability of
the network to wind fluctuations. They also suggest desirable and undesirable directions
for the system operator to steer the network: ideally, distances to the closest instanton
candidates should be increased. In the setting where a transmission line has exceeded its
flow limit, the same algorithm may be used to reduce line flow.
This chapter proceeds as follows. As the instanton algorithm itself is not new, Section
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2.2 provides the context of existing work. Section 2.3 presents the simplest optimiza-
tion framework that may be used to solve the instanton problem. Section 2.4 describes
the decoupled instanton problem, a modification of the linear model that accommodates
non-unity voltage magnitudes and is therefore sensitive to line current rather than merely
instantaneous active power. Section 2.6 concludes. The main contribution of this chapter
is an enhancement of the DC static instanton problem: non-unity voltage magnitudes are
used to derive more conservative line flow bounds, thereby increasing accuracy.
Table 2.1 contains notation that will be used throughout this chapter.
Table 2.1: Static instanton analysis notation.
Rp,i Renewable generation at bus i in per unit; thus,
Rp is a vector of optimization variables.
R0p Renewable generation forecast vector.
Yik The (i, k)th element of the admittance matrix Y , which assumes
resistances throughout the network are zero.
gik Conductance of the line between nodes i and k.
bik Susceptance of the line between nodes i and k.
θk The phase angle at bus k.
Gp,i Conventional active power generation at bus i.
Dp,i Active power demand at bus i.
N The set of buses (nodes), Nr the set of renewable nodes,
Nc the set of non-renewable nodes, and Ng the set of nodes with
conventional generators.
k The vector of conventional generator participation factors
(the case where ki = 1 corresponds to generator i taking up all slack).
All elements of k are known a priori, and they must
sum to 1:
∑
i∈Ng ki = 1








Gp0 The base-case conventional active power generation vector.
xik The reactance of line (i, k).
Plim,ik The active power limit of line (i, k).
G The set of edges (lines).
2.2 Prior work
Prior work has established a “distance-to-failure” intuition for instanton analysis. The DC
power flow approximation was used to represent a network’s feasible operating region as a
set of linear constraints. These constraints form the faces of a high-dimensional polytope,
the interior of which contains the feasible operating region. The boundary of the acceptable
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Figure 2.1: Distance from the forecast operating point to the boundary of the feasible
region. The ellipses show points of equidistance from the operating point.
operating region is defined by line-flow limits. Figure 2.1 provides a two-dimensional
illustration of a feasible operating region. Distance to failure is intuitively understood to
be the shortest distance (smallest change) from an operating point to the boundary surface
of the constraint polytope. As shown in [2], convex optimization can be used to quickly
find the smallest shift in wind generation that drives the network to a chosen polytope face.
Once this distance has been evaluated for every face, the collection of shifts can be sorted
to determine the wind pattern corresponding to the overall smallest shift. That case, termed
the “instanton”, is the most likely change in wind generation that will drive the network to
the brink of infeasibility.
The instantaneous DC instanton problem has been considered in [1], [2], and [3]. In
[1], the problem was posed with load uncertainty (governed by a probability distribution),
and controllable generators were allowed to instantaneously respond to the effects of wind
variation. In [2], a more realistic setting was presented, where all controllable generators
respond in an affine way to wind variability1. Finally, in [3] the simplest interesting version
of the DC instanton problem was analyzed: one generator takes up all slack, and only
line constraints are considered. The formulations of [3] and [2] have analytic solutions
(satisfying the KKT conditions). It is worthwhile to go into greater detail on these previous
papers.
The work in [1] formulates the DC instanton problem as a linear program. The goal is to
minimize load shedding subject to a set of feasibility constraints. There are constraints on
power balance, line flows, and generation capacity at each node. The set of all constraints
forms the feasibility region for the system. The linear program may be viewed as a function
of a demand vector d. When optimization using a certain d yields an objective value of 0
1The scenario where all conventional generators respond simultaneously according to pre-determined
distribution coefficients is often called distributed slack.
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(no load shedding), that demand vector is feasible. If the objective value is positive, then
load must be shed, and the demand vector is infeasible. The objective changes from 0 to
positive at the boundary of the feasible region. Of all operating points on the boundary,
the one resulting from a demand vector closest to the forecast is the instanton. In their
numerical implementation, the authors use the downhill amoeba method to solve for this
output.
The authors of [1] continue their analysis of wind-induced extreme events in [2]. This
chapter formulates the instanton problem in a way that permits an exact solution. Ulti-
mately, the authors apply their formulation to the IEEE RTS-96 test network to study the
effects of varying wind penetration on the solution. Loads are fixed over the optimization
horizon, and renewable generation is modeled by a known (forecast) exponential distri-
bution. Assuming no curtailment, load shedding, or network reconfiguration, the method
produces a ranked list of the most problematic potential wind patterns. The instanton prob-
lem is translated to minimization of a convex function (representing deviation from fore-
cast) over a convex set (a polytope constructed from power balance equations, line flow
constraints, and generation limits). Intuitively, the algorithm does the following:
1. Construct a convex set from power balance equations, generation limits, and a single
line constraint in a specified direction. (This set may be viewed as a single face of
the polytope that incorporates all line flow limits simultaneously.)
2. Minimize the objective function over this set to find the point closest to the wind
forecast. This is the instanton candidate associated with the chosen line constraint
and flow direction.
3. Repeat the above procedure for each line in each direction to obtain an exhaustive set
of instanton candidates.
4. Rank all candidates by objective value (distance from forecast operating point), and
designate the one with the smallest value the instanton.
This high-level approach is the backdrop for later papers, and the remainder of this chapter.
The last part of [2] demonstrates application of the instanton algorithm to the IEEE RTS-96
test network. The results provided two interesting insights into the instanton problem. First,
it is possible for additional wind capacity to enhance the network’s robustness to extreme
wind events (in other words, adding more wind energy may make undesirable wind patterns
more rare). Second, instanton wind patterns do not necessarily make intuitive sense. For
example, the lines most vulnerable to wind-induced overload are not necessarily connected
to nodes with wind generation. Depending on the mapping between wind injections and
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operating point deviations, and the shape of the feasible space, instanton candidates are not
obvious by inspection in general.
The third paper, [3], is the work of a different set of authors. The instanton component
of this chapter considers both DC and nonlinear AC formulations. Solution of the DC in-
stanton problem is achieved via a Lagrangian and the KKT conditions. To solve the AC
instanton problem, an iterative method based on AC sensitivities is proposed. This method
begins by viewing line current on a chosen line as a function of voltage magnitudes and
angles at that line’s terminal nodes. This function may be linearized at a given operating
point to yield a linear relationship between changes in current and changes in voltage mag-
nitudes and angles. Because changes in current may be related directly to changes in wind
energy by a known mapping, all that remains is to solve for the change in renewable gener-
ation that would saturate the chosen line. This renewable generation change is updated in
an iterative fashion with successive linearizations of the line current equation as follows: 1)
Use the most recently calculated change in wind generation to update the previous vector
of wind generation, 2) Solve the AC power flow at the resulting operating point, 3) Repeat
the sensitivity calculation. This process typically converges after 1-2 iterations. However,
because the AC power flow equations are not guaranteed to have a solution, convergence
of this algorithm is not assured. For the numerical examples considered in [3], at least, the
AC instanton analysis method did converge, and its results were in close agreement with
those of the DC method.
AC power flow approximation research is also relevant to instanton analysis. Power
system modeling is a trade-off between accuracy and numerical difficulty. The DC power
flow approximation is convex and numerically well-behaved, but inaccurate when applied
to systems that do not conform to its assumptions of flat voltage profile, small angle dif-
ferences, and negligible line resistance. At the other end of the spectrum lies the full
nonlinear AC power flow formulation, which is nonconvex but highly accurate. Between
the extremes are several convex and non-convex formulations. In [28], Coffrin and Van
Hentenryck describe three “Linear Programming AC” (LPAC) models for approximating
power flows. These models incorporate both voltage magnitudes and phase angles, use a
piecewise-linear approximation to handle the cosine in the AC power flow equations, and
employ Taylor series to handle additional nonlinear terms. The LPAC models exist in three
distinct contexts: hot-start, where an AC operating point is established beforehand; warm-
start, where only target voltage magnitudes are known; and cold-start, where no base-case
solution is available. The static deviation scanning algorithm provides a useful testbed for
comparison of these approximate power system models.
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2.3 Static deviation scanning
Static deviation scanning, like most power systems analysis, is easiest under DC power flow
assumptions. Let all reactive power flows and line resistances be neglected, and assume
all voltage magnitudes are equal to 1 pu. Suppose further a “distributed slack” model,
where each conventional generator takes up slack according to a pre-defined participation














(Yikθk) = Gi +Rp,i −Di ∀i ∈ N (2.1b)
Gi = G
0
i + kiα ∀i ∈ Ng (2.1c)
θi − θk = xikPlim,ik for chosen (i, k) ∈ G (2.1d)
θi = 0 where bus i is the angle reference (2.1e)
Ri ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ Nr (2.1f)
Ri = 0 ∀i ∈ N\Nr (2.1g)
The objective, (2.1a), expresses the desire for small deviations by minimizing distance from
the forecast operating point R0p. The power balance constraint (2.1b) relates active power
injections to active power flows across lines. Constraint (2.1c) describes droop response.
Generator Gi participates in droop response with participation factor ki. This participation
factor indicates what fraction of active power mismatch the generator will compensate for.
Thus, the sum of all participation factors ki is one. The next constraint, (2.1d), requires
the solution to lie on an edge of the feasible region by constraining flow across a chosen
line (i, k) to be equal to its active power limit Plim,ik. Constraint (2.1e) defines an angle
reference bus. The last two constraints describe the behavior of renewable generators: they
may only produce power (not consume it), and renewable generation must be identically
zero for all buses without it.
The solution of the convex optimization problem (2.1) may be found by solving its
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [29]. Let us first express the problem using linear
algebra. Let the set of nodes N be partitioned into Nr, the set of nodes with renewable
energy, and Nc, the set of nodes with conventional generation and demand. Sorting the
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Partitioning the remaining network parameters in this way, one can re-write the power









= 0 , (2.3)
where Dr and Gr contain all components of the demand and conventional generation vec-
tors associated with nodes that have renewable energy, and Dc and Gc contain components
associated with nodes that have no renewable energy. To capture conventional generation
response, we replace G with the following affine expression:
G = G0 + kα , (2.4)
where k is a predetermined column vector of generator participation factors which sum to
one (see Eq. 6 in [30]). Each generator’s droop characteristic output is given by:
Gi = Gi0 + k
iα (2.5)
Summing over all i, we obtain the following:∑
i
Gi = Gtot0 + α (2.6)
So we see that α balances total generation and total load:
α +Gtot0 +R
tot
p −Dtot = 0
=⇒ α = Dtot −Rtotp −Gtot0 (2.7)
The Lagrangian term associated with α is:
λα
[
Dtot −Rtotp −Gtot0 − α
]
(2.8)
The slack bus angle reference is established as follows:
s>refθ = 0 , (2.9)
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where sref is a column of zeros with a one in the ith position (bus i being the angle refer-
ence). Finally, we may saturate line (i, k) in the network using the following constraint:
s>ikθ − Plim,ik = 0 , (2.10)
where sik is a column vector with positive Yik in the ith position and negative Yik in the kth
position.
The last set of constraints that must be added to our optimization formulation enforce
non-negativity of all optimization variables. This is necessary because it is impossible for
wind farms to act as loads. There is one constraint of the following form for each i ∈ Nr:
Ri ≥ 0 (2.11)
Unfortunately, inclusion of these non-negativity constraints in the final set of KKT con-
ditions would significantly complicate them. Thus, non-negativity constraints are omitted
with the understanding that solutions must be checked to ensure that all renewable injec-
tions are non-negative.
Now we have a quadratic objective function with a set of homogeneous constraints, all
expressed in terms of matrices and vectors. This gives rise to the Lagrangian:











λ>r [Yrθ +Dr − (G0,r + krα)−Rp] +
λ>c [Ycθ +Dc − (G0,c + kcα)] +
λα
[








ikθ − Plim,ik) (2.12)
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The KKT conditions tell us to set all partial derivatives of the Lagrangian equal to zero:
∂L
∂Rp





























= 0 = Yrθ +Dr − (G0,r + krα)−Rp (2.13d)
∂L
∂λc
= 0 = Ycθ +Dc − (G0,c + kcα) (2.13e)
∂L
∂λα
= 0 = Dtot −Rtotp −Gtot0 − α (2.13f)
∂L
∂λref
= 0 = s>refθ (2.13g)
∂L
∂λlim
= 0 = s>ikθ − Plim,ik (2.13h)
This system of equations may be expressed in matrix form as follows:
Λ 0 0 −I 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 Y >r Y
>
c 0 sref sik
0 0 0 −k>r −k>c −1 0 0
−I Yr −kr 0 0 0 0 0
0 Yc −kc 0 0 0 0 0
−1> 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 s>ref 0 0 0 0 0 0
























Solving this set of equations via factorization yields the instanton candidate corresponding
to the chosen line (but recall that (2.14) does not include non-negativity constraints, so
candidates must be checked to ensure no wind generators are consuming power).
2.4 Decoupled power flow & line current constraints
Under the DC power flow assumptions, active power flow does not vary with changes in
voltage magnitude. Because reactive power flow is assumed to be zero, the DC power flow
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assumes that line current is independent of changes in voltage magnitude. In reality, line
current has real and imaginary components, and its magnitude depends on both. Voltage
magnitudes influence current magnitudes as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Unfortunately, the
expression for line line current is nonlinear, with squared terms and trigonometric func-
tions. With a reasonable approximation, however, current magnitudes may be incorporated
into static deviation scanning without increasing the difficulty of the problem. Consider a
current magnitude constraint on the line between nodes i and k:
Figure 2.2: Comparison of DC and AC sensitivities to changes in voltage magnitude.
|Iik| ≤ Imaxik (2.15)
|Iik|2 ≤ (Imaxik )2 (2.16)
[Re(Iik)]
2 + [Im(Iik)]
2 ≤ (Imaxik )2 (2.17)
Next we expand the real and imaginary parts of line current Iik:
Re(Iik) = gik[Re(Ei)−Re(Ek)]− bik[Im(Ei)− Im(Ek)] (2.18)
Im(Iik) = bik[Re(Ei)−Re(Ek)] + gik[Im(Ei)− Im(Ek)] (2.19)
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Here we make our first assumption: the line has negligible resistance. Since gik = 0 by this
assumption, we can simplify the expressions for real and imaginary currents:
Re(Iik) u −bik[Im(Ei)− Im(Ek)] (2.20)
Im(Iik) u bik[Re(Ei)−Re(Ek)] (2.21)
Square both expressions and add them together:
Re(Iik)
2 = b2ik[Im(Ei)− Im(Ek)]2 (2.22)
Im(Iik)
2 = b2ik[Re(Ei)−Re(Ek)]2 (2.23)
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2
k − 2ViVk cos θik
)
, θik = θi − θk (2.25)
Equation (2.25) expresses the square of current magnitude on a line, assuming the line’s
resistance is zero (a reasonable assumption for most transmission networks). Solving (2.25)
for the angle difference, we find:
θi − θk = cos−1
(
V 2i + V
2




Comparing with the DC active power constraint (2.1d), we find that (2.26) takes the same














(Yikθk) = Gi +Rp,i −Di ∀i ∈ N (2.27c)
G = (1 + kα)G0 (2.27d)
θi − θk = cos−1
(
V 2i + V
2
k − (|I limik |xik)2
2ViVk
)
for each (i, k) ∈ G (2.27e)
θi = 0 where bus i is the angle reference (2.27f)∑
i
ki = 1 (2.27g)
With a full AC power flow, the voltage magnitude values used in (2.27e) would depend
on both active and reactive power flows throughout the network. We will view them as
fixed instead, by treating active and reactive power as decoupled. This decoupling rests on
the following assumptions: 1) active and reactive power flows are completely decoupled
(the power flow Jacobian is block diagonal), 2) all wind farms operate with constant power
output (not constant power factor), and 3) conventional generators act as PV buses. Because
reactive power injections are constant with DC power flow, we may use these injections to
establish voltage magnitudes at all nodes before beginning optimization over the decision
variables (which are strictly active power injections). Since the voltage profile is no longer
flat, reactive power will flow through the network, effectively de-rating line limits according
to voltage magnitude differences. With the original DC formulation, line constraints were
sensitive only to angle differences; under the modified formulation with decoupled power
flow assumptions, these constraints are also sensitive to voltage magnitude differences. The
instanton patterns obtained from the modified formulation are therefore more accurate (and
more conservative) than those of the DC formulation. As long as the domain restriction on
the inverse cosine is respected (as is the case during normal power system operation), the
change from active power to approximate current has no adverse numerical effect on the
problem.
2.5 Example
We implemented the static deviation scanning algorithm by using Julia [31] to solve both
(2.1) and (2.27). To visualize key ideas behind instanton analysis, and to illustrate the
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difference between active power and line current constraints, we applied both variants of
instanton analysis to a modified version of the RTS-96 network. The often-used RTS-96
system consists of three interconnected areas. Our main modification is the introduction
of eighteen wind-farm sites distributed unevenly. The first area has half of the wind-farms,
the second has one-third, and the third area has the remainder. Wind-farm capacities are
set such that wind generation is roughly 10% of total generation.
Figure 2.3 illustrates power flow corresponding to the instanton pattern identified by
the algorithm (for the case where active power limits are used). In this graph layout of the
modified RTS-96 system, blue circles indicate wind-farm nodes, orange circles represent
conventional generators, and gray rectangles represent other nodes. Arrows between phys-
ically connected nodes indicate the direction of power flow, and arrow colors indicate how
close each line is to its steady-state active power flow limit. Line 24-3 has reached its limit
due to enforcement of the strain constraint (2.1d). Most lines are far from reaching their
limits. In fact, under instanton conditions, only a few lines in Area 1 are strained. Note
that the transmission line most vulnerable to changes in wind (line 24-3) is not directly
connected to a wind-farm or conventional generator.
Performing instanton analysis with both active power limits (by solving (2.1)) and cur-
rent limits (by solving (2.27)) allows us to illustrate the more conservative nature of the
latter. As shown by Figure 2.4, the algorithm identifies instanton candidates with lower
objective value when non-flat voltage profiles are taken into account. Voltage magnitude
differences effectively de-rate the lines. This is further illustrated by Figure 2.5, which
compares normalized line flows (per-unit active power as a fraction of the line’s active
power limits) under instanton conditions. When voltage magnitudes differ between the two
buses connecting a line, decoupled power flow on that line is greater than DC-approximate
active power flow. Because decoupled power flow is sensitive to voltage magnitude dif-
ferences, our modified instanton algorithm is more conservative than prior algorithms that
employ DC-approximate active power constraints.
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter the static deviation scanning literature was reviewed, and an improvement to
existing methods was presented. Static deviation scanning approaches provide an analytic
solution that quickly provides a ranked list of renewable generation deviations which will
drive at least one transmission line to its limit. The accuracy of the method is improved via
decoupled power flow, which makes the method sensitive to non-flat voltage profiles. The
power flow approximations and relaxations found in [32, 28, 33, 34] may also be appropri-
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Area 1: High Wind


































































































































































Figure 2.3: Instanton pattern identified by static deviation scanning algorithm on modified
RTS-96 network. Power flow on line 3-24 is at its maximum steady-state limit.
ate for instanton analysis. Alternative wind farm control policies, such as constant power
factor or constant reactive power, may also be modeled. Finally, the power flow equa-
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Figure 2.4: First 100 instanton objective values for analysis performed with active power
limits (blue) and current limits (orange).



















Figure 2.5: Comparison of instanton line flows for analysis performed with active power
limits (blue) and current limits (orange). Each line’s normalized line flow is the ratio of its
per-unit active power flow to its active power flow limit.
tions may be approximated using piecewise-linear or quadratic expressions, as mentioned
in Section 2.2. Many combinations of wind farm control, line flow constraints, and power
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flow approximations remain untried. Comparison of various combinations would reveal
the effects of these differences on instanton candidate patterns. Such a comparison could
also be used to benchmark the accuracy and computational behavior of various power flow
approximations. Despite the potential value of this work, there are compelling reasons to
move beyond static deviation scanning.
There are two significant disadvantages to static deviation scanning methods. First,
they neglect some power system components. As an example, load-tap-changing (LTC)
transformers introduce discrete voltage magnitude changes over time. The effects of LTCs
on static deviation scanning may be captured via unified DC power flow, but their dynamics
may not be captured in static formulations. (It is worth noting here that the relationship be-
tween renewable generation voltage regulation and LTC behavior is explored in Chapter 8.)
The second, and most important, limitation of static approaches is their inability to address
the temporal evolution of the network. Instantaneous power limits do not accurately model
transmission line sag or failure. In reality, excessive power flow causes a transmission line
to accumulate heat and eventually sag to an unacceptable level; the static instanton for-
mulation does not capture this phenomenon. Chapter 3 addresses this shortcoming with a




Chapter 2 introduced instanton analysis, a static deviation scanning technique. This method
can identify, for each transmission line in a network, the smallest deviation from a forecast
wind pattern that would violate its flow constraint. The resulting set of candidate deviation
patterns may be used to characterize and respond to overall system vulnerability to renew-
able fluctuations. The key shortcoming of static methods is their inability to accommodate
thermal constraints and dynamic system behavior. System operators routinely allow trans-
mission lines to operate above their steady-state flow limits during periods of grid conges-
tion [27]. This introduces minimal risk, provided the lines are allowed to cool before taking
on too much heat. If an operator is comfortable with temporarily overloaded lines, informa-
tion from static distance-to-failure analysis is too conservative to aid decision making. We
address this shortcoming with the introduction of temporal deviation scanning. The new
method computes the most likely wind generation pattern that would drive a specified line
to its maximum allowable temperature over a chosen time frame. Wind pattern likelihood
is quantified in terms of deviation from the forecast, respecting spatial and temporal cor-
relation between renewable generation sites and time intervals. Constraints enforce power
balance and ensure a chosen line in the network reaches a specified temperature by the
final time step. The thermal constraint is second-order in voltage angle differences, and is
based on a DC-approximate line loss formulation. The problem is therefore a Quadratically
Constrained Quadratic Program (QCQP). Solving an instance of this QCQP for every line
in the network yields a set of candidate deviation patterns which may then be sorted by
likelihood. This set of deviation patterns can either characterize system vulnerability to
renewable generation fluctuations (if these fluctuations are decision variables), or identify
optimal conventional generator re-dispatch patterns for line cooling (if conventional gen-
erator outputs are decision variables). In this chapter we develop the temporal instanton
QCQP formulation, present an efficient solution method, and discusses implementation de-
tails including algorithm scaling properties. The case studies in Section 3.5 illustrate the
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two primary ways the algorithm may be used, as well as an example of how it might be
incorporated into a real-time operating environment via model predictive control (MPC).
As wind grows into a major transmission-scale energy source, system operators fre-
quently encounter wind-induced network congestion [35]. Operators use wind forecast
data to steer the network, but wind forecasts are often less accurate than generation and de-
mand predictions [36]. This raises the possibility that forecast deviations may compound
across a collection of wind-farms to overload transmission lines. Operators need to know
which lines are most vulnerable to such events. The temporal deviation scanning algo-
rithm proposed in this chapter builds on the “distance to failure” static deviation scanning
concept introduced in [37] and [2], and presented in detail in Chapter 2. These prior algo-
rithms determine vulnerability in a static sense – they find the smallest steady-state wind
generation shift that causes a line to operate at its rated power/current limit. This approach
uncovers hidden grid vulnerability, but may lead to overly-conservative decision making.
Temporal deviation scanning analysis, the focus of this chapter, overcomes this limitation
by modeling the dynamic evolution of line temperature over a multiple time-step horizon
and enforcing a temperature (rather than power/current) limit. We expand on the temporal
method introduced in [24]. By modeling line temperature over an appropriate time horizon,
the method discovers multi-time-step wind patterns that are both likely to occur and sure
to bring at least one line in the network to its temperature limit. The new algorithm is able
to quickly identify wind patterns that induce line-overload vulnerabilities, and rank them
according to likelihood.
The field of Dynamic Line Rating (DLR) research has goals and perspectives similar to
our own, though the technical approach of DLR differs. DLR refers to any transmission line
model or limit that varies over time. Transmission lines are limited in reality by tempera-
ture and sag requirements; these phenomena are not captured by static ratings. There are
three DLR scheme sub-groups pertinent to the temporal deviation scanning method. The
first is comprised of competing methods, which share our aims of integrating renewable
generation and characterizing system vulnerability. These methods may be used to validate
or complement our own. DLR is used for integrating wind energy in [4], and for assess-
ing reliability in [5]. Weather data and time-varying conductor resistance are incorporated
into a DLR-equipped optimal power flow formulation in [38]. An approximate heat bal-
ance equation is integrated into the security-constrained unit commitment problem in the
multi-period formulation of [6]. The method in [7] uses DLR and balances the benefits of
increased transmission line utilization against the reserve costs necessary to compensate
for forecasting error. The second group of schemes uses DLR to estimate and forecast line
temperatures in real time. These methods may be used in the operating environment in
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conjunction with our own. For example, initial line temperatures may be set by these meth-
ods rather than our own (recall that we compute the asymptotic value of our approximate
heat balance equation). These methods may also anticipate line temperature increases and
trigger a temporal deviation scan to identify potential generator re-dispatch patterns. Line
temperatures may be estimated with reasonable accuracy using weather data alone [39],
but of course physical measurements enhance accuracy. The comparison of real-time line
monitoring devices in [40] identifies effective hardware for anticipating contingencies due
to extreme line temperatures. A Kalman filter approach may be applied to such hardware
measurements; for example, [41] uses sag and temperature measurements to predict future
line temperature. The third group of pertinent DLR schemes compute transmission line
temperature limits. These limits may be used directly in the deviation scanning algorithm.
See [42] for a comparison of DLR line rating systems, and [43] for a detailed example of
one such scheme.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes the three
models involved in our algorithm. Section 3.2 composes these models into a quadratically-
constrained quadratic program (QCQP). An efficient solution process for this QCQP is
described in Section 3.3, while implementation details are discussed in Section 3.4. Section
3.5 demonstrates application of the temporal deviation scanning method with a detailed
case study of two scenarios. We conclude with Section 3.6.
3.1 Models
The proposed algorithm integrates three physical phenomena. Electrical interactions are
described by a network model, transmission line temperature is based on a heat balance
model, and wind forecast error is quantified via a statistical model.
3.1.1 Network Model
The electrical network is modelled using the standard DC power flow [44], which assumes a
flat voltage profile, negligible line resistance (though resistance values are used to calculate
line temperatures), and a linear approximation of the sine function. Distributed slack is
employed to ensure the mismatch between scheduled power generation and demand at any
time is allocated to the generators according to their participation factors.
The network model consists of nb buses, denoted by the set B, of which a subset W
of nr buses host wind-farms. The set of transmission lines is denoted E . The complete
network model is provided in Section 3.2.
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3.1.2 Transmission Line Heating
A simplified relationship between power flow and line temperature is key to achieving a
tractable algorithm. Starting with IEEE standard [45], an approximate relationship is de-
rived between a line’s temperature at a time tk and voltage angle differences at all previous
time-steps t0, . . . , tk−1. A summary of this relation follows, based on the derivation pre-
sented in Appendix 3.7.
Consider a time horizon consisting of nt equal intervals, each of length τ . Let T =
{0, . . . , nt − 1} and define tk = t0 + τk. Power flow quantities are computed at each
time-step tk, k ∈ T , but all parameters, such as line resistances and solar heating, remain
constant over the horizon. Consider a transmission line that connects nodes i and j, and let
that line’s temperature limit be Tlim (in degrees Celsius). The line’s temperature at time tnt
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. (3.2e)
In (3.2a), θi(tk)− θj(tk) is the angle difference across line (i, j) at time tk. In (3.2b), c1 is
a constant with units of s−1 that is established in Appendix 3.7, mCp is the product of mass
per unit length and specific heat in J/(m◦C), ηc is the convective heat loss rate coefficient in
W/(m◦C), ηr is the radiative heat loss rate coefficient in W/(m◦C4) and Tm is the average
of ambient temperature Ta and limit temperature Tlim (in degrees Celsius). In (3.2c), c3
is a constant with units of ◦C/s, rij + jxij is the impedance of line (i, j) in per unit, Sb
is the system MVA base and Lij is the length of line (i, j), in metres. In (3.2d), c4 is a
constant with units of W/m and qs is the solar heat gain rate in W/m. Finally, in (3.2e), c5
is a constant and Tl(t0) is the line’s initial temperature, both with units of degrees Celsius.
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See Appendix 3.7 for the derivation of this model. Because this line temperature model is
second-order, there is no need to consider both directions of power flow (as there is with
static analysis).
3.1.3 Wind Forecast Inaccuracy
In assessing the likelihood of a deviation in wind-power production from a forecast, spatial
and temporal correlations between wind-farms should be taken into account. Consider
several wind farms scattered across a transmission grid, each with a forecast power output.
Let the error in this forecast at each time-step be represented by a zero-mean Gaussian
random variable.1 Then the deviation pattern across all wind-farms for a single time-step
takes the form of a Gaussian random vector. Elements of this vector are correlated due to
spatial relationships between wind-farms. For example, if wind speed increases at one site
then it is unlikely to simultaneously decrease at a neighboring site. In addition to spatial
correlation, there may also be temporal relationships between wind-farms due to weather
patterns moving across a region. These are modeled by introducing non-zero off-block-
diagonal elements in the precision matrix. These elements are placed such that each wind
deviation is correlated with its previous and next values, thereby lowering the objective
value for deviation patterns that persist across time (and hence are more realistic).
Let ~r ∈ Rntnr be the vector of forecast deviations across all wind-farms and time-steps.
(The first nt elements of ~r contain forecast errors for the first site at times tk, k ∈ T , the










where C is the covariance matrix. Maximizing pdf corresponds to minimizing ~r>C−1~r.
Thus, a desire to maximize wind pattern likelihood may be expressed as,
min ~r>Q~r, (3.4)
where Q = C−1 is the precision matrix. There are many ways to determine C or Q from
historical data. In [47], maximum likelihood optimization is used to fit a set of parameters
to observed data, thereby generating a sparse precision matrix. It is also straightforward to
assign geographic coordinates to each wind-farm, and map distances between wind-farms
were to appropriate covariance values. A third option is to compute a sample covariance
1For time scales shorter than roughly one hour, a Cauchy distribution is more appropriate, but forecast
errors are commonly assumed to be Gaussian nonetheless [46].
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matrix from time series data. In any case, it is important to update covariance data fre-
quently. In particular, temporal correlation is highly sensitive to wind direction, which
changes often. An accurate spatio-temporal precision matrix is essential for obtaining re-
alistic results.
3.2 QCQP Formulation
The problem of interest is to determine the most likely deviation in the wind-power forecast
~r∗ı̃̃, across all wind-farmsW and all time-steps T , that will drive a particular line (̃ı, ̃) to






































∀i ∈ B \W (3.5e)
θref (tk) = 0, (3.5f)
where ~ri(tk) is a notationally convenient way of referencing the appropriate element of ~r.
The objective (3.5a) matches (3.4) and expresses a desire to find wind patterns that are most
likely to occur (see Section 3.1.3). The first constraint (3.5b) forces the temperature of the
chosen line (̃ı, ̃) to reach Tlim at the final time tnt . The second constraint (3.5c) matches
(3.2a) and ties auxiliary angle-difference variables to voltage angles in the network. (Sec-
tion 3.1.2 provides a detailed explanation.) Power balance is enforced by the DC power
flow equations (3.5d)-(3.5e), where Yij is the (i, j)-th element of the admittance matrix
(which assumes zero resistance), G0i (tk) is scheduled conventional generation at node i
and time tk, Ri(tk)+~ri(tk) is the sum of the renewable generation forecast and the forecast
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error for the wind-farm at node i and time tk, and Di(tk) is the power demand at bus i
and time tk. The term giα(tk) implements distributed slack, with the mismatch α(tk) being
distributed to generators according to their participation factor gi. Finally, the constraint
(3.5f) establishes the angle reference bus.
The mathematical program (3.5) has a quadratic objective function, a set of linear con-
straints, and a single quadratic constraint. This QCQP can be written compactly by com-






• ~z1 ∈ Rntnr is the vector of wind deviations ~r,
• ~z2 ∈ Rnt(nb+1) groups the angles θ and mismatch α,
• ~z3 ∈ Rnt is the vector of auxiliary angle difference variables θ̂ı̃̃.
Accordingly, ~z ∈ Rnt(nb+nr+2). This results in the formulation,
min ~z>1 Q~z1 (3.6a)
s.t. ~z>3 ~z3 = c (3.6b)
A~z = ~b. (3.6c)
The objective (3.6a) is equivalent to (3.5a), while the quadratic equality constraint (3.6b) is
equivalent to (3.5b) and takes the form of a norm constraint. The linear equality constraint
(3.6c) represents (3.5c)-(3.5f). The matrix A has nt(nb+2) rows, comprised of nt auxiliary
angle equations (3.5c), ntnb power flow equations (3.5d)-(3.5e), and nt angle reference
equations (3.5f).
Solving (3.6) for each line in the network yields a set of candidate wind patterns R =
{~r∗ij,∀(i, j) ∈ E}, where each ~r∗ij results in the corresponding line (i, j) being heated to its
thermal limit. Of these candidates, the one with the lowest objective value, minR, is the
most likely (instanton) wind pattern.
The following section establishes a computationally efficient solution method for QC-
QPs of the form (3.6), based in part on work in [48].
3.3 QCQP Solution Method
QCQPs are NP-hard in general [49]. Fortunately, the QCQP of interest (3.5) belongs to the
family of trust region subproblems. As shown in [48], it may be solved in polynomial time.




The first step is to undertake a change of variables from ~z to ~y = ~z − ~z∗, where A~z∗ = ~b.
This translation transforms (3.6c) into A~y = ~0 without qualitatively altering the objective.
To prevent the change from introducing a linear term into the quadratic constraint, it is











This problem has nt(nr−1) degrees of freedom, and so has an infinite number of solutions
when there are multiple wind-farms, nr > 1. To ensure a repeatable, well-conditioned
outcome, it is convenient to choose the solution ~z∗ of (3.7) that has minimum norm. This








After translation, (3.6) is equivalent to:





s.t. ~y>3 ~y3 = c (3.9b)
A~y = ~0. (3.9c)
where the constant term ~z∗>1 Q~z
∗
1 in the objective function has been discarded.
3.3.2 Kernel Mapping
Given the form of (3.9c), any solution to (3.9) must lie in the nullspace (kernel) of A.
Provided the flow on the line of interest (̃ı, ̃) is sensitive2 to changes in the power injection
of at least one wind-farm, A will have full row rank and an ntnr-dimensional nullspace.
The second step in the solution process is to introduce another change of variables ~y = N~x
where ~x ∈ Rntnr , and the ntnr columns of N span N (A). This is akin to a rotation, but
2Such sensitivities are referred to as injection shift factors [44]. Further discussion is provided in Sec-
tion 3.4.1.
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the previous formulation (3.9) can be written in terms of ~x as,




s.t. ~x>N>3 N3~x = c. (3.11b)
All feasible solutions of (3.11) lie in the nullspace of A, so the linear constraints (3.9c) are
implicit.
Together, the steps presented in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 comprise the well-known
nullspace method [29]. Efficient implementation is discussed in Section 3.4.
3.3.3 Restoring the Norm Constraint
After kernel mapping, the quadratic constraint (3.11b) is no longer a norm constraint. This
can be corrected by a change of variables that is based on the singular value decomposition




, and Ŝ is square, diagonal
and has full rank nt. Letting x̂ = V>x, the constraint (3.11b) becomes,
~x>N>3 N3~x = ~x
>VS>SV>~x = x̂>S>Sx̂ = c. (3.12)














~w = KV>~x. (3.14)




~̂x = S~̂x, so the constraint (3.12) becomes,
~̂x>S>S~̂x = ~w>1 ~w1 = c. (3.15)
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Therefore, (3.11) can be rewritten in terms of ~w as,
min ~w>B~w + ~w>~b (3.16a)
s.t. ~w>1 ~w1 = c, (3.16b)
where
B = K−1V>N>1 QN1VK
−1
~b = 2K−1V>N>1 Q~z
∗
1 .
The manipulations in this section have restored the norm structure of the quadratic con-
straint.
3.3.4 Elimination of Unconstrained Variables
The next step is to eliminate the unconstrained variables ~w2 from the objective function
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and setting the partial derivative with respect to ~w2 equal to zero gives,
∂obj
∂ ~w2





















~b1 −B12B−122~b2) + const.
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The constant term plays no role in the minimization and can be omitted. Thus, (3.16) is
equivalent to an nt-dimensional program with a single norm constraint,
min ~w>1 B̂~w1 − 2~w>1 ~̂b (3.19a)
s.t. ~w>1 ~w1 = c, (3.19b)
where







3.3.5 Solution via Iteration
A straightforward method of solving (3.19) involves initially diagonalizing B̂ using a sin-
gular value (or equivalently eigenvalue) decomposition as described in Section 3.3.3. Sub-
sequent analysis assumes B̂ is diagonal. Let v be the Lagrangian multiplier associated with
constraint (3.19b), so the first-order optimality conditions can be written,
B̂~w1 = v ~w1 + ~̂b (3.21a)
w>1 w1 = c. (3.21b)







− c = 0, (3.22)
which has between 2 and 2nt solutions.3 Obtaining all solutions would require varying
v from each pole (diagonal element of B̂) in both directions. Fortunately, the proof in
Appendix 3.8 shows that optimizing (3.19) is equivalent to minimizing v subject to (3.21).
Because s(v) = w1(v)>w1(v)− c is a monotonically increasing function as v varies from
−∞ to the smallest diagonal element of B̂, the globally optimal value of v can be obtained
using the iterative formula,














3This is apparent from the graph of a secular equation, see [51].
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which is established in [51]. The value of v obtained at convergence corresponds to the
optimal w1 in (3.19). Reversing all the changes of variables yields the optimal value for
z in the original problem (3.6). This vector incorporates the desired ~r∗ı̃̃, the active power
deviations at all wind-farms and all time-steps.
3.4 Implementation
Two implementation aspects are of particular importance: checks that rule out infeasible
QCQPs and discard unrealistic results, and numerical considerations that determine com-
putational requirements and scaling.
3.4.1 Pre- and post- analysis Checks
Pre-analysis checks are required to identify two situations that lead to infeasible temporal
instanton QCQPs. Firstly, lines that have zero resistance must be excluded.4 As indicated
in (3.31), power loss will always be zero for such lines, so the decision variables will have
no effect on their temperature.
The second check identifies lines with nonzero resistance whose power flow is never-
theless unaffected by changes in wind generation. Such situations are uncommon, but may
arise as a result of unusual network topology and wind-farm placement. In this scenario,
the decision variables once again have no influence on the line temperature, and the QCQP
is infeasible. Injection shift factors can be used to identify such lines. Whenever a line flow
is fully decoupled from changes in decision variables, its shift factors with respect to all
wind nodes will be zero.
Even a feasible QCQP may produce physically un-realizable results. Post-analysis
checks are required to address the algorithm’s inability to accommodate inequality con-
straints. Deviation patterns must be checked to ensure that no wind injection drops below
zero, as the algorithm cannot prevent this from occurring. Generator outputs must also be
checked to ensure they remain within lower and upper generation limits. Finally, the objec-
tive value of each deviation pattern does not solely determine how concerned an operator
should be. While some transmission lines lie within meshed areas of the network, others
merely connect a single generator to a substation. Should deviation scanning highlight one
of these lines, the operator may simply reduce generation at one generator to avoid any
issues. Vulnerabilities identified in the meshed parts of the network, on the other hand,
may require more complex responses. This suggests that the user should leverage knowl-
4Such lines are typically an artifact of network book-keeping, and are not a physical reality.
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edge of system structure (and results of contingency analysis, if available) before acting
on deviation scanning output; each line’s objective value should be weighted according to
the system impact of losing it. The graph-theoretical methods described in Chapter 6 may
prove beneficial here.
3.4.2 Computational Burden and Algorithm Scaling
Temporal deviation scanning involves solving the QCQP (3.5) for each line in the network.
Each QCQP is independent from, but nearly identical to, all others. In fact, when one line
is replaced by another, the only change in the QCQP is the choice of θı̃ and θ̃ in the nt rows
of A corresponding to (3.5c). This similarity makes it advantageous to reuse data matrices
and their factorizations. The independence of each QCQP from all others also makes for
pleasing parallelism: total processing time grows linearly with the number of lines ana-
lyzed. Solution time for a single QCQP varies with network size, wind-site placement and
algorithm design. Factors that affect scaling will be characterized by considering algorithm
complexity and numerical results.
Sparsity is of utmost implementation importance; it plays a key role in both the storage
requirements and numerical manipulations. The precision matrix Q in the objective of (3.6)
is sparse if it is generated using the method of [47]. The constraint (3.6c) is similarly sparse.
The benefits of sparsity carry through to concatenation, multiplication and factorization.
Matrix factorization, a relatively expensive operation, also has a significant influence on
overall algorithm scaling. Four factorizations are required in the solution method of Sec-
tion 3.3. Firstly, sparse Cholesky factorization can be used to compute the pseudoinverse in
(3.8) and determine the min-norm translation point ~z∗. Further time savings are possible by
exploiting the minimal differences in Ā from one line to the next [52]. A sparse QR or LU
factorization is then needed to construct a basis N for the kernel of A.5 Fortunately, this
relatively expensive factorization need not be repeated for each line, as only the nt rows of








where [A2 I] corresponds to (3.5c). Then changing from one line to another only involves
5The SPQR algorithm in SuiteSparse [53] is well suited for the QR-based approach. The LU approach





. It tends to be a little faster than QR but is less
numerically robust.
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an update to A2. A null basis for A is any matrix N that satisfies,














and the subscripts on N coincide with (3.10). This gives,
A1N12 = 0 (3.27a)
N3 = −A2N12. (3.27b)
Observe in (3.27a) that N12 depends on A1 only. It is independent of the line being ana-
lyzed, and may be computed just once, outside the line loop. For a particular line, N3 is
obtained via matrix multiplication according to (3.27b). The third necessary factorization
is the singular value decomposition required for diagonalizing the constraint, as discussed
in Section 3.3.3. Because N3 has dimensions nt × ntnr, it has only nt nonzero singular
values. These may be found directly using a dense SVD algorithm, but it is more efficient
to retrieve them via Arnoldi iteration.6 The fourth and final factorization is less demanding.
Block LU decomposition [55] may be used to inexpensively compute the Schur comple-
ments B̂ and b̂ in (3.20).
3.5 Case studies
Various aspects and capabilities of the temporal deviation scanning framework are best il-
lustrated via case studies. Flexibility, a key advantage of the method, will be showcased
through two scenarios. The first is in keeping with our original motivating goal: the identi-
fication of small wind forecast deviations that would cause a transmission line to overheat.
The second scenario makes use of the fact that the line temperature constraint may force
a decrease in temperature rather than an increase, and that decision variables may corre-
spond to conventional generator adjustments rather than wind deviations. This scenario
illustrates the method’s suitability for identifying re-dispatch patterns that alleviate a ther-
mal overload. In either of these scenarios, the framework can incorporate changing am-
bient conditions such as windspeed and solar radiation. It can also accommodate changes
6An appropriate algorithm is described in [54] and implemented in ARPACK. It is available in MATLAB,
SciPy, and Julia environments through the svds function.
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in decision variable injections from one time step to the next (for example, demand and
generation dispatch may vary over the optimization period). The method can accommo-
date many changes that occur in power system operation, making it useful in a variety of
situations. The solution guarantee and low computational complexity (along with efficient
implementation, as described previously) also makes the algorithm suitable as a sub-routine
in higher-level analysis. At the end of this section, we provide an example of how tempo-
ral deviation scanning may be incorporated into an online model predictive control (MPC)
scheme that manages transmission line temperature over the course of a hot summer day.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. First, an illustrative test case is
developed from the IEEE 118-bus system. Then two operating scenarios, which illustrate
the main uses of the deviation scanning method, are played out in this system. The first is
concerned with line temperature increases due to wind fluctuations: the method optimizes
over all renewable injection deviations to identify transmission lines that are likely to over-
heat. The second scenario uses the method to reduce the temperature of an overheated
line, by efficiently re-dispatching conventional generators. Next, we characterize algo-
rithm scaling using two tests: one where the number of decision variables is varied, and
another where analysis is performed for many popular test networks. Finally, we show how
this temporal re-dispatch scanning may be incorporated into an MPC framework for use in
online operation. Results illustrate the effectiveness of the method in all three scenarios.
Limitations are also discussed, along with suggestions for dealing with them.
3.5.1 Static test case
The IEEE 118-bus system has an appropriate size and topology for our demonstration, but
various modifications and parameter estimates are required to make it suitable for the appli-
cation of our method. As the original 118-bus test case has only conventional generators,
we begin by converting a portion of them into wind-farms. To mimic reality, we placed
all wind-farm sites together in a low-demand, loosely-meshed part of the grid. Figure 3.3
illustrates this placement using large green circles.
We also modified the distribution of electric load such that our test case consists of three
distinct regions. Referring to Figure 3.3, the upper-left portion of the system represents
a fairly spread out population with moderate electric load; the dense sub-network at the
bottom is an urban area, highly interconnected with high demand; and the upper-right
portion of the system represents a remote and relatively unpopulated area, where it is more
feasible to construct wind farms. Our modifications involved increasing demand in the
areas designated as more populated, and reducing it in the remote region containing wind
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Table 3.1: Thermal parameters used in case study.
Parameter Value Units Notes
Emissivity 0.70 - Value in [0.23, 0.91]
Wind-line angle 90.0 Degrees Wind perpendicular to line
Elevation 61.0 m Average PJM elevation
Wind speed 0.61 m/s Just over 1 mph
Solar absorptivity 0.90 - Value in [0.23, 0.91]
Latitude 40.0 Degrees Midwestern US
Day of year 161 - June 10
Line azimuth 90.0 Degrees West-to-East
Hours from noon 0.0 hr Scenario begins at noon
Ambient temperature 40.0 C Hot summer day
farms.
Finally, the temporal deviation scanning algorithm relies on thermal parameters, includ-
ing ambient conditions and transmission line conductor properties. Because the original
IEEE 118-bus test case dataset lacks this information, we developed reasonable estimates.
System-wide thermal parameters were fixed with the help of the IEEE 738 standard [45];
our choices are summarized in Table 3.1. Line-specific thermal parameters depend on con-
ductor type, bundle configuration, and length. These parameters may be estimated for each
line as follows. First, the current limit is obtained by converting the steady-state line rat-
ing from per unit to amps. Next, conductor bundling is estimated from the current limit
and line voltage. The conductor type is then fixed by looking up the current limit in a
table of ACSR specifications. Line length is estimated from voltage, per-unit resistance,
conductor per-meter resistance, and bundle configuration. Finally, initial line temperature
is estimated for a particular set of power injections by computing the asymptotic value of
the line temperature equation (3.36). Straightforward computer code can automate all es-
timation methods described here to quickly augment any test case with reasonable thermal
data.
At this point, the modified 118-bus test case possesses static characteristics appropriate
for application of the deviation scanning algorithm. To demonstrate the proposed method’s
full utility, however, grid behavior must change over time. We next develop two time-
varying scenarios to illustrate two complementary operational uses of the algorithm.
3.5.2 Assessing vulnerability to renewable fluctuations
In the first scenario, demand increases gradually in the urban area of the network over the
course of an hour, divided into six ten-minute intervals. This is consistent with an early
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afternoon on a hot day in the US Midwest (a summer-peaking region). In this scenario, the
temporal deviation scanning method readily identifies transmission lines that are likely to
reach 100◦C during the hour due to small deviations from the wind generation forecast.
For this scenario, static parameters are fixed as discussed in Section 3.5.1. Conventional
generation dispatch is constant during the hour (though actual output varies according to
distributed slack; see Section 3.1.1). For each ten-minute interval, demand at each urban
node increases by a randomly-chosen value in [0, 0.2] pu. The forecast output for each
wind node also changes at each interval, via addition of a value sampled from a normal
distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1, and scaled by 1/6.7 Finally, a slight
temporal correlation, as described in Section 3.1.3, was introduced.8
The results of applying temporal deviation scanning to this scenario may be illustrated
in a number of ways. Figure 3.1 (top subplot) illustrates temperature trajectories for all
lines in the network corresponding to the optimal (smallest) wind deviation pattern. Note
that a single line, between buses 23 and 24, reaches the temperature limit of 100◦C. Most
lines remain close to their initial steady-state temperatures. While several lines have rel-
atively high initial temperatures, some are more sensitive to changes in wind than others.
This is illustrated further by Figure 3.2, which shows the relationship between line initial
temperature and optimization objective value. In keeping with intuition, there is an inverse
relationship overall (hot lines are more likely to reach their temperature limits than cool
ones). However, the line with the highest initial temperature does not have the lowest devi-
ation scanning objective value. A line’s sensitivity to changes in wind plays an important
role, as do its length and thermal parameters.
The temperature trajectories shown in Figure 3.1 are, of course, driven by a specific
deviation pattern computed by the algorithm. Figure 3.1 (bottom subplot) illustrates this
pattern. Its shape is relatively constant across time steps (due to temporal correlation), and
the largest-magnitude deviations are around 0.3 pu. Finally, we overlay objective values on
a graph layout of the system. Figure 3.3 is a graph layout of our modified 118-bus system.
Nodes are placed according to electrical coordinates, derived via multidimensional scaling
from power transfer distances.9 Wind nodes are larger and green, while other nodes are
smaller and black. The width of each edge is fixed according to voltage level: thin lines
represent 138 kV, medium lines 161 kV, and thick lines 345 kV. Lines are colored according
to temporal deviation scanning objective value, with lower objective value corresponding
7The value 1/6 was chosen to ensure no wind forecast value dropped below 0.
8Spatial correlation may also be incorporated into the objective function matrix by adding off-diagonal
coefficients within each time step, as mentioned in Section 3.1.3. Our scenario omits this for simplicity.
9The power transfer distance between two nodes is the sum of all line flows induced by a 1-unit power
transfer between them; see [56] for details.
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Figure 3.1: Temperature trajectories (left) and wind injection deviations (right) correspond-
ing to deviation pattern that will bring at least one line to 100◦C.
to brighter red. This illustration shows at a glance which lines are most susceptible to
small changes in wind, and the power transfer distances they span. The most vulnerable
line is visible near the upper-right area of the system; other vulnerable lines are scattered
throughout the wind-dense and central regions.
It is important to note one limitation of the algorithm made apparent by this application.
The approximate line temperature model used in temporal deviation scanning assumes that
heat loss due to convection varies only with temperature (see Section 3.7). In reality, this
term also varies with wind speed and direction. Thus, wind deviations identified by the al-
gorithm at a given time step influence line thermal dynamics at that time. Accurately mod-
eling this dependence of line temperature on wind deviations would be difficult. It would
ultimately involve altering the line temperature constraint, thereby disturbing the problem
structure our solution method is based on. Thus, temporal deviation scanning implicitly
assumes that changes in wind are not large enough to meaningfully impact convection heat
loss. This assumption is valid in the intended application setting, where wind deviations
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Figure 3.2: Initial temperature versus deviation scanning optimization objective value.
Higher initial temperature generally corresponds to lower objective value, but shift factor
sensitivities and thermal parameters are also important.
are small and persist over a short time period. As deviations (and therefore objective val-
ues) grow larger, it is worth noting that line thermal dynamics change as a result. If this is
a concern in a particular setting, one solution is to make a conservative (low) windspeed
estimate. This will keep convection heat loss low, and ensure that real line temperatures are
always lower than simulated ones.
3.5.3 Coordinating conventional generation to reduce temperature
In the second scenario, one transmission line is already too hot, and we seek an efficient
re-dispatch of conventional generators to cool it down. Suppose that urban demand is
increased even further than in the previous scenario, such that one line in the network
reaches 105◦C. In this scenario, a system operator would like to coordinate conventional
generation to reduce the temperature of this line by 10◦C, to 95◦C.
In this scenario, the temporal deviation scanning framework may be used to identify
small changes in conventional generation that would reduce a line’s temperature back to
an acceptable value over a specified time frame. The structure of the problem remains the
same, but now decision variables correspond to dispatchable generators rather than wind-
farms. Final line temperature of the overheated line is constrained to 95◦C (though any
final temperature could be specified). The time horizon is also shortened to half an hour, as
it is important to quickly cool the overheated line.
The results of applying the temporal deviation scanning method are shown in Figure
3.4. The line cools by the desired 10◦C over the course of half an hour (top subplot),
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2 MW / MW
Figure 3.3: Graph layout visualization of deviation scanning objective value. Buses
are placed according to electrical coordinates, derived via multidimensional scaling from
power transfer distances. Wind-farm buses are larger and green. Lines deemed more vul-
nerable by temporal deviation scanning are redder in color.
and only relatively minor changes in dispatch are required (bottom subplot). Note that the
algorithm provides no guarantee that a transmission line elsewhere in the network will not
overheat due to the re-dispatch. The pattern proposed by the method should therefore be
evaluated in light of resulting temperature trajectories. While it is optimal for cooling the
overheated line, the pattern may cause unacceptable temperature increases for other lines.
In this setting, we used the algorithm to identify the smallest change in conventional
generation, in a 2-norm sense. With a minor adjustment, and assuming the original dispatch
is cost-optimal, the method may be used to compute a cost-optimal change instead. Because
the objective function can include a linear term, it can incorporate second-order generator
cost curve coefficients, and thereby represent the monetary cost of re-dispatch.
3.5.4 Algorithm scaling and computational complexity
Having developed a temporal deviation scanning implementation that preserves sparsity
and minimizes the computational burden of factorization (see Section 3.4.2), we performed
two tests to characterize algorithm scaling. Firstly, we performed analysis on a modified
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Figure 3.4: Effectiveness of temporal deviation scanning algorithm for reducing tempera-
ture of an overheated line. Temperature trajectories at top; deviation pattern at bottom.
RTS-96 network with added wind-farms. The number of wind-farm buses (and, therefore,
decision variables) was varied. Using a time horizon of one hour divided into six ten-
minute intervals, a complete analysis of each case was performed. Figure 3.5 illustrates
the relationship between QCQP size and solution time. Secondly, wind farms were added
to eighteen popular test networks (selected from PGLIB, successor to the NESTA network
library [57]), and each case was analyzed. For each network, conventional generators with
below-average nominal injections were replaced by wind-farms.10 Other thermal data were
chosen or estimated as in Section 3.5.1. Figure 3.6 shows average computation time for
each QCQP versus network size. The data are roughly linear on a log-log scale. Figure 3.6
shows average QCQP solution time versus network size.
10While many wind-farm sizings and placements would work for illustrating algorithm scaling, this choice
tends to avoid numerical difficulties. If there are too few wind nodes or penetration is too low, many solutions
will incur absurdly high objective value.
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Figure 3.5: Computation time per QCQP solution versus number of decision variables. The
number of wind farms is increased two at a time up to 72, with wind farms randomly placed
throughout the network. The ratio of forecast wind generation to conventional generation
is fixed at 0.7. Analysis was repeated thirty times to illustrate the effects of wind-farm
placement on solution times.















































































































































Figure 3.6: Average QCQP solution time (across a maximum of 100 lines) for eighteen
popular test cases.
3.5.5 Use in model predictive control
Temporal deviation scanning is well-suited for use in model predictive control (MPC).
Whereas the previous two case studies required one use of the algorithm each, an MPC
framework can use the algorithm to make a sequence of efficient dispatch adjustments over
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an extended period of time. MPC is a type of online process control originally devel-
oped for use in chemical plants. It is useful for controlling multi-dimensional dynamical
processes in the presence of uncertainty. The main ingredients of MPC are 1) an inter-
nal dynamical model of the process, such as transmission line temperature dynamics; 2)
an optimization algorithm such as temporal deviation scanning; and 3) a desired outcome
(for example, keeping transmission line temperatures below a particular value). At each
time step, the optimization algorithm is used to determine optimal control actions across
a short-term time horizon, in order to achieve the desired outcome. Because these control
actions are only optimal if the internal dynamical model is accurate and system conditions
do not change, only control actions for the current time step are implemented; Future con-
trol actions are discarded. MPC then repeats the optimization at the next time step, when
new information is available. In this manner, the method corrects for the effects of model
inaccuracy and system uncertainty over time. Under certain conditions, MPC can even af-
ford convergence guarantees.11 MPC has been used effectively in power systems research
[58, 59], and has been proposed specifically for controlling transmission line temperatures
[60]. In this section it is shown that that an MPC framework can use temporal deviation
scanning to manage line temperatures over the course of a day. As with previous case
studies, we begin by developing an appropriate scenario.
3.5.5.1 Electric load
The 118-bus static test case described in Section 3.5.1 is used once more, but now we will
use demand and wind data representing a hot summer day. Demand data is derived from
the ERCOT dataset described in Section 4.2.3; we extracted demand data for Monday, July
10, 2017. Figure 3.7 illustrates ERCOT load data for all eight areas on this day, with each
load profile normalized such that its maximum value is 1.0. To obtain a load profile for
each bus in the test network, we randomly assigned one of the eight normalized profiles to
each load bus, and scaled it according to the bus’s nominal load. The resulting load profiles
are shown in Figure 3.8. This hourly data was then interpolated to obtain 72 data points
spanning 24 hours in 20-minute time intervals.
3.5.5.2 Wind generation
Wind generation data comes from NREL’s WIND dataset [61]. For each of the numerous
geographical sites in this dataset, NREL used site-appropriate wind turbine power curves
to convert windspeed measurements to turbine power outputs. We chose 14 sites (match-
11Evaluation of these conditions for a temporal deviation scanning MPC is left to future work.
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Figure 3.7: Normalized load profiles for the eight areas of ERCOT during July 10, 2017.











Figure 3.8: Load profiles for 118-bus test case, derived via disaggregation from the data in
Figure 3.7.
ing the number of wind sites in our 118-bus test network) located within a relatively small
wind-dense region near Lubbock, Texas.12 Figure 3.9 illustrates wind turbine power out-
puts for these sites on July 15, 2012. As with the load data, these normalized hourly profiles
are scaled according to nominal wind generation at each of the 118-bus network’s wind
sites. Finally, interpolation was performed to obtain 72 data points at 20-minute intervals.
12Chosen sites: 14135, 13647, 13993, 13996, 13850, 14176, 13587, 14131, 13710, 13847, 14177, 13789,
14132, and 13646.
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Figure 3.9: Normalized wind turbine power profiles from NREL’s WIND dataset.
3.5.5.3 MPC approach
The MPC algorithm behaves as follows. At the start of each 20-minute time interval, line
temperature trajectories are simulated over the MPC time horizon (we chose one hour in
20-minute intervals). Any line whose simulated temperature exceeds a chosen safe temper-
ature (90◦C was chosen) is added to a set. Temporal deviation scanning is then performed
for this set of lines. The output is a set of optimal re-dispatch patterns, each of which will
cool one line down to 90◦C by the end of the MPC time horizon. The optimal re-dispatch
patterns for all lines in the set are then implemented at the current time step (deviation
vectors are summed together), and the process repeats at the start of the next time interval.
This MPC framework possesses several degrees of freedom and incorporates multiple
heuristics. Most importantly, implementing multiple deviation patterns at once assumes
that cooling one line will not increase the temperature of another. Deviation patterns are
not aligned in general; adding them together results in cancellation. Although the method
performed well in the cases we have considered, it is straightforward to design a network
which would limit its effectiveness. In any situation where cooling one overheated line
leads to overheating another, the MPC framework will effectively take insufficient action
due to deviation pattern cancellation. It is also important to take an appropriate amount of
control action at each time step. Temporal deviation scanning typically recommends small
control actions at early time steps, with most effort delayed until the end of the MPC time
horizon. This is optimal in the sense that keeping a transmission line hot early on allows
convection and radiation to have greater cooling effects, thereby reducing the necessary
generation dispatch deviation. Unfortunately, in an MPC setting where only deviations for
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the current time step are implemented, this behavior results in a perpetual delay of control
action. The resulting MPC consistently takes insufficient action. To correct for this, we
chose to implement the average deviation over all MPC horizon time steps at the current
time step, effectively spreading control action evenly across the MPC time horizon. Other
degrees of freedom include the choice of MPC time horizon, and whether auto-correlation
is used to reduce generator dispatch changes from one time step to the next. More rigorous
investigation of these degrees of freedom may prove valuable.
It is also worth noting that there may be other objectives besides keeping all transmis-
sion line temperatures below a chosen threshold. Suppose a system operator wishes to
operate the network far from all thermal limits, such that any renewable generator may
vary by ±10% without adverse effects. An iterative approach may be used to drive the
system away from multiple line constraints as follows: at each step, the scanning algorithm
identifies a desirable direction to move within the space of conventional generation output
variables, and a step is taken in that direction. Iteration ceases when 1) it is no longer
possible to step away from one thermal constraint without moving just as far towards an-
other, 2) the required changes in conventional generation become too large, or 3) the goal
of robustness to renewable fluctuation is achieved.13
MPC and related online adaptive methods tend to work around the two primary short-
comings of temporal deviation scanning. First, the algorithm is unable to ensure generators
have non-negative output; second, it cannot guarantee that a reduction in one line’s temper-
ature will not increase the temperatures of other lines. In the first case, it is easy to observe
whether generator outputs are negative; if they are, the pattern identified by the algorithm
is clearly unrealistic. In the second case, it is straightforward to use our approximate line
temperature model (or even the full IEEE 738 heat balance equation) to determine whether
a re-dispatch suggested by our algorithm would cause any lines to overheat. In both cases,
algorithm output will not be directly useful, but optimization terminates quickly and with
certainty in any case. If a scenario results in negative generator outputs or causes over-
all system vulnerability to rise, it may simply be discarded, and iteration may continue in
another direction.
3.5.5.4 Results
We tasked MPC with keeping all transmission lines in the 118-bus test network below
90◦C for 24 hours, in the presence of the demand and wind fluctuations described previ-
13Identification of a “desirable direction” at a given time step supposes that the algorithm can identify re-
dispatch patterns that will cool multiple lines simultaneously. While this is often the case (as shown in our
MPC case study), it is not guaranteed in general.
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ously. Figure 3.10 illustrates the results. The top plot depicts temperature trajectories for
all transmission lines in the absence of re-dispatch intervention (i.e. with MPC disabled).
By 1:30pm, three lines have exceeded the acceptable temperature threshold. A fourth over-
heats later in the evening due to a sharp increase in wind generation (see Figure 3.9). The
middle plot shows temperature trajectories with MPC enabled, while the bottom plot illus-
trates generator output adjustments (control actions) used by MPC to prevent transmission
lines from overheating. The two transmission lines that would have overheated around
11:00am instead approach the 90◦C threshold gradually, and remain at that temperature
through the afternoon and evening. The third line that crosses the threshold in the top plot
is fortunately also cooled by mid-morning dispatch changes. The line that reaches 90◦C
around hour 20, however, still exceeds the temperature limit with MPC enabled. This is
likely due to the effects of previous dispatch changes, and highlights a fundamental limi-
tation of the method: temporal deviation scanning can only attempt to cool one line at a
time. As discussed in Section 3.5.5.3, implementing multiple deviation patterns at once
may result in cancellation, thereby limiting the method’s effectiveness. Even so, we see
that the reasonably-sized dispatch adjustments derived from temporal deviation scanning
are sufficient to prevent multiple lines from overheating. Computational cost is also min-
imal: all computation required for this case study was completed in several seconds on a
laptop.
3.6 Conclusions
A computationally efficient approach for determining the smallest deviation from a wind
power forecast that would drive a transmission line to its thermal limit over a specified time
horizon was proposed. This concept is referred to as temporal deviation scanning. The
problem setting incorporates models of the network, transmission line temperature dynam-
ics, and wind forecast errors. Combining these models with a desire to keep deviations
small results in a quadratically-constrained quadratic program (QCQP). The proposed an-
alytic solution algorithm is suitable for realistic large-scale power systems.
Three case studies were presented to demonstrate the ability of temporal deviation scan-
ning to address system challenges. First, the algorithm was used to identify the lines which
are most vulnerable to renewable generation fluctuations, subject to correlations between
wind-farms and time steps. Second, the algorithm was used to orchestrate conventional
generators to reduce the temperature of a line operating above its thermal limit. These ap-
plications may be viewed as building blocks for higher-level methods. One such method,
an MPC scheme, was implemented. Results show how temporal deviation scanning may
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Figure 3.10: Normalized wind turbine power profiles from NREL’s WIND dataset.
be used to manage line temperatures on a hot summer day by efficiently adjusting conven-
tional generator outputs.
To ensure the proposed methods are adequate for addressing the concerns of a system
operator like ERCOT, one important direction for future work involves application of the
method to a larger, more realistic system. This would also involve the use of time series
data (the subject of Chapter 4). Another branch of work follows in the direction of Section
3.5.5, developing higher-level iterative methods in which the deviation scanning algorithm
is a sub-routine. Higher-level iterative methods are expected to efficiently produce feasible
redispatch patterns that will enable system operators to reduce risk across large power
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systems. The ability to alter generation output in a coordinated fashion to relieve a specific
transmission line may make temporal deviation scanning useful for controlling distributed
generation (DG). It may also be desirable to jointly address demand and wind uncertainty
rather than modeling the latter alone, especially if extensive historical data are available.
The flexibility of temporal deviation scanning suggests that there may be other fruitful
applications we have not touched on.
Temporal deviation scanning incorporates a wide variety of time-varying system and
thermal parameters. Depending on the application, the framework can quickly provide
vulnerability information or assist an operator in responding to challenging conditions.
These capabilities make it a powerful tool for system analysis and operation.
3.7 Appendix: Line Temperature Model
The change in temperature of an object is given by the heat balance equation, a differential
equation that relates temperature change to the sum of various sources of heating. The











• Tl(t) (in ◦C) is the conductor average temperature,
• mCp (in J/(m◦C)) is the product of mass per unit length and specific heat,
• I2R(Tl(t)) (in W/m) is the heat rate due to resistive heating,
• qc (in W/m) is the convective heat loss, which is proportional to the temperature
difference between the line and surrounding air,
qc = ηc(Tl(t)− Ta), (3.29)
• Ta (in ◦C) is the ambient temperature,









• qs (in W/m) is the solar heating. It is sufficient to assume qs is fixed to a conservative
constant corresponding to full, direct sun.
In building the QCQP line temperature model, the resistive heat rate term I2R(Tl(t)) is
replaced by f lossij , the approximate line loss expression derived in [59]:








where θij = θi − θj , rij + jxij is the per unit impedance of the line between nodes i and
j, Sb is the system MVA base and Lij is the length of line (i, j), in meters. Three DC
power flow assumptions underpin (3.31): voltage magnitudes are all close to 1 pu, cosine
may be approximated by its second-order Taylor expansion, and xij ≥ 4rij . Thus, (3.31)
approximates line losses using voltage angle differences.
Given an initial temperature Tl(t0), prediction of the conductor temperature Tl(tn) at a
















This differential equation is still fourth-order in conductor temperature Tl(t) due to the
radiation term. Fortunately, qr is approximately linear over the temperature range of interest





4 − (Ta + 273)4




where Tm is the average (midpoint) of the ambient and conductor limit temperatures in
◦C. After substitution of (3.33) into (3.32), the heat balance equation becomes linear in
conductor temperature, having the form,
dTl
dt
= c1Tl(t) + c2, (3.34)
14Because a transmission line is hotter than surrounding air, radiation tends to decrease line temperature.
Thus, a conservative approach will underestimate qr. Plotting (3.33) shows that it does indeed underestimate
qr.
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for t ≥ tinit. Note that c2 is influenced by power flow (via f lossij according to (3.31)), but c1
is not.
The line temperature formulation presented in Section 3.1.2 is obtained by assuming
f lossij (tk) remains constant over the time interval [tk, tk+1). Given the initial temperature
Tl(t0), (3.36) then gives Tl(t1), which can be used to give Tl(t2), and on to Tl(tn). Straight-
forward algebraic manipulation yields the form given by (3.1) and (3.2).
3.8 Appendix: Lagrangian Multiplier Proof
3.8.1 Statement
The following two optimization problems are equivalent:
(P ) min o(w) = w>B̂w − 2b̂>w
s.t. w>w = c
(P ′) min u
s.t. w>w = c (3.37a)
B̂w = uw + b̂. (3.37b)




It is sufficient to prove that if (u1,w1) and (u2,w2) satisfy the first-order conditions (3.37b)-
(3.37a) with u1 < u2, then
o(w1) = w
>
1 B̂w1 − 2b̂>w1 < w>2 B̂w2 − 2b̂>w2 = o(w2).
The proof uses a technique from [51]. From (3.37b),
B̂w1 = u1w1 + b̂ (3.38a)
B̂w2 = u2w2 + b̂. (3.38b)
Pre-multiplying both (3.38a) and (3.38b) by w>1 and w
>
2 gives,
w>1 B̂w1 = u1c+ w
>
1 b̂ (3.39a)
w>2 B̂w2 = u2c+ w
>
2 b̂ (3.39b)
w>1 B̂w2 = u2w
>
1 w2 + b̂
>w1 (3.39c)
w>2 B̂w1 = u1w
>
2 w1 + b̂
>w2, (3.39d)
where (3.37a) was used to replace instances of w>1 w1 and w
>
2 w2 with c. Now subtract
(3.39b) from (3.39a) to obtain,
(w>1 B̂w1 −w>1 b̂)− (w>2 B̂w2 −w>2 b̂) = (u1 − u2)c.
Add b̂>w2 and subtract b̂>w1 to yield,
o(w1)− o(w2) = (u1 − u2)c−w>1 b̂ + w>2 b̂,
then substitute (3.39c) and (3.39d),
o(w1)− o(w2) = (u1 − u2)c+ (u2 − u1)w>1 w2
= (u1 − u2)(c−w>1 w2).
Note that,





(u1 − u2)‖w1 −w2‖2.
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Because u1 < u2, the right-hand side is negative. The objective value o(w1) is therefore





Temporal analysis techniques such as the temporal deviation scanning algorithm rely on
time series data to track changes in demand and generation. While previous chapters fo-
cused on the challenges associated with fluctuating system conditions, this chapter is con-
cerned with properties of the time series that model such changes. Electric load profiles,
for example, possess characteristics that vary with time resolution and level of aggregation.
It should therefore be possible to detect unrealistic time series datasets, or even individual
load profiles. In this chapter, data science techniques are applied to realistic and synthetic
electric load time series in order to distinguish them.
Section 4.2 describes the five electric load profile data sources we will use. Section 4.7
details the process of converting each dataset to a single format in preparation for analysis.
Section 4.3 illustrates typical load profile characteristics related to human behavior and
climate. Section 4.4 presents consistency metrics based on patterns across a dataset, while
Section 4.5 describes metrics for individual time series. Section 4.6 concludes.
4.2 Data sources
There is a distinction between original load profiles, obtained directly from measurement,
and derived time series, which are derived from original load profiles. The latter are often
found in synthetic or disaggregated load profile datasets. While our five datasets contain
roughly 200 time series, only around 40 are original load profiles.
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4.2.1 WECC 240 (aggregated and disaggregated)
The aggregated WECC 240 dataset consists of 21 original load profiles from CAISO, ag-
gregated at the area level. In addition to the aggregated WECC dataset, a disaggregated
WECC dataset attempts to model the load at each of the 132 load buses. The disaggregated
dataset was derived by assigning each bus in the WECC 240 network a scaled copy of the
load profile for the area to which it belongs (21 areas total). Scaling was done according
to load participation factors. As we will show, analysis of the disaggregated dataset can
detect that disaggregation was performed, and accurately estimate the number of original
load profiles from which the larger set of derived time series was obtained. All WECC
electric load time series begin January 1, 2004 at 1 AM; and end January 1, 2005 at mid-
night. Time resolution is one hour, so there are 8,784 samples per time series (as 2004 was
a leap year with 366 days).
4.2.2 RTS 96 (case73)
The RTS 96 load profile dataset is unrealistic. As subsequent analysis will show, each of its
time series was generated by a single function, not obtained from independent measurement
(or indeed any measurement at all. The 51 RTS 96 electric load time series are at a one-
hour resolution. They begin January 1, 1996 at midnight, and end December 29, 1996 at
11 PM (December 30 and 31 are missing). This results in a total of 8,736 samples per time
series.
4.2.3 ERCOT
The Energy Reliability Council Of Texas (ERCOT) provides public access to load data
online. We downloaded the last sixteen annual load data files and concatenated them to
obtain a single dataset with a time index spanning 2002-2018. Each of the eight load
profiles corresponds to one of ERCOT’s weather zones. Together, these zones span most
of Texas. The exact time range for each column is 1 AM January 1, 2002 to 11 PM April
30, 2018; as with previously mentioned datasets, the sample rate is one per hour.
4.2.4 RTE GRID DATA partnership
These twelve load profiles were obtained via measurement by RTE in France. Each time
series corresponds to one of the country’s administrative divisions. The original files are
from RTE. The time range extends from midnight on January 1, 2013 to 11:30 PM on July
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31, 2017; the time resolution is 30 minutes. This results in a total of 80,304 samples per
time series.
4.2.5 RTS 96 GMLC
These load profiles were synthesized, and are associated with a modified version of the RTS
96 network. There is a high degree of aggregation: the three columns correspond to the
three identical areas of the network. This dataset is noteworthy for its high time resolution
of five minutes. The time range begins at midnight on January 1, 2020, and ends at 11:55
PM on December 31, 2020. This results in 105,408 samples per time series.
4.2.6 Supplementary data for RTE analysis
The RTE dataset is especially valuable for its breadth and realism. To take full advantage of
this data, we augmented it with population and temperature data from other sources. Texas
A&M University maintains an agricultural database that contains temperature data from
around the world [62, 63]. We used the online interface they provide to identify a weather
station near the center of each of RTE’s twelve load aggregation regions, then downloaded
daily temperature data for 2016-2018. Population data for these same administrative re-
gions may be obtained from France’s National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies
(INSEE). We downloaded 2015 estimated population data from a website where the desired
INSEE data was available as a table.1
4.2.7 Other data details
There are several other details associated with importing and using the data. Some metadata
are missing. There is no information on the size of each load, for example. Units are also
missing, so it is unclear whether a column contains kilowatt or megawatt data (though MW
can be reasonably assumed). Another issue relates to different time resolutions. The WECC
and RTS 96 datasets have a one-hour resolution, RTE has a 30-minute resolution, and RTS
96 GMLC has a five-minute resolution. In comparative analysis of the four datasets, we
down-sampled the latter two datasets to one-hour resolution to match WECC and RTS 96.
To down-sample a dataset, we simply threw away samples between hourly timestamps.
Using these in-between samples to perform smoothing would alter our analysis, especially
in the frequency domain. Each dataset also has a different time horizon. The WECC and
RTS 96 GMLC datasets span 366 days (each corresponds to a leap year), while RTS 96
1https://www.citypopulation.de/France-Cities.html
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data spans 364 days (also a leap year, but missing December 30 and 31). RTE data spans
1,673 days, or roughly 4.5 years. Where computationally necessary or visually appropriate,
we truncated all datasets to 8,736 hours, the time span of the limiting RTS 96 dataset.
4.3 Data exploration
4.3.1 Seasonal variation
The most important feature of load profile data is its connection to human behavior. This
manifests in seasonal variation, a catch-all term in time series analysis for fixed-period
cyclical variation.2 Daily variation is strongest, with most load profiles also exhibiting
weekly variation from weekdays to weekends, and variation from winter to summer. Roughly
speaking, daily variation takes the form of higher load during the day and lower load at
night. From weekday to weekend, many load profiles lose the early-morning peak associ-
ated with people making coffee and preparing for work. Seasonal variation depends on the
region. In warm weather locales, load profiles peak during summer afternoons as air con-
ditioners are fully utilized. In colder areas, daily load profiles are more steady, and peaks
are associated with heating rather than cooling.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the division of load profiles into four fairly distinct classes. The
two factors with the greatest influence on load profile shape are season (summer vs win-
ter) and day of the week (weekday vs weekend). The WECC network is located on the
west coast of the United States, where the dominant HVAC need is for air conditioning in
the summer. The load profile of a typical summer day in the WECC network is roughly
sinusoidal, with a peak occurring around 4:30 PM. Electricity usage drops considerably
in the winter. Between weekdays and weekends, the most significant difference has to
do with the pre-work peak around 7:30 AM. The ubiquitous coffee habit likely plays a
role. Note that “summer” and “winter” are connected more to weather than the calendar,
while Figure 4.1 was generated by designating summer to be May-October and winter to
be November-April. This explains the presence of summer-like curves in the lower two
sub-figures. Generating a plot like 4.1 for the RTS 96 GMLC dataset shows that it is sim-
ilar to the WECC dataset. The ERCOT load profile shown in Figure 4.4 is also similar to
WECC data, as Texas is also a summer-peaking region.
RTE load profile data comes from France, where cold winters make heating a necessity.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the effect this has on load profiles. The load never exceeds 70% of
2Other forms of variation include the trend, a broad shift across a time series; and cyclical variation,
which is periodic but may not have a fixed period or as consistent an effect as seasonal variation.
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its peak value in the summer months, but is above 70% on average in the winter. The data
also exhibit weekday morning peaks.
Load profiles exhibit seasonal variation in most climates. This makes the RTS 96 data
in Figure 4.3 suspicious. It is apparent that there are only a few unique daily load shapes in
this yearlong load profile; each day is just a scaled copy of a prototypical shape. In other
















































































































Figure 4.1: Breakdown of one yearlong WECC load profile (United States west coast,



















































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.4: Breakdown of one year of a load profile from the ERCOT dataset.
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4.3.2 Temperature and population
Electric load is closely tied to outdoor temperature and population. Figure 4.5 illustrates
these relationships. Each sub-figure is an overlay of all daily load profiles for a particular
administrative division of France during 2016. Sub-figures are labeled with, and sorted by,
2015 population estimates of the twelve divisions. All sub-figures share the same axis lim-
its. Individual daily load profiles are colored according to the average temperature for the
day and region (according to the agricultural database maintained by Texas A&M Univer-
sity; see Section 4.2.6). As a winter-peaking region, France uses the most electricity on the
coldest days, and the least electricity on room-temperature days. As population decreases,
load profiles appear flatter provided the vertical scale is unchanged. Figure 4.6, a normal-
ized version of Figure 4.5, shows that the appearance of flatness in the last few subplots of
Figure 4.5 is a result of axis scaling. Figure 4.7 focuses only the most- and least-populated
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Figure 4.5: 2016 load profiles for twelve administrative regions of France. Regions are
sorted (left-to-right and top-to-bottom) by 2015 estimated population. Individual daily
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Figure 4.6: Normalized version of 4.5. Each division’s load profile was scaled by its maxi-















































Ile-de-France, 2015 estimated population: 1.2e+07



























Searching for patterns across a load profile dataset can reveal artificiality. Original load
profiles may be correlated with each other, but only derived load profiles will exhibit linear
dependence. In this section we propose two metrics for detecting derived time series in
load profile datasets.
4.4.1 Cross-correlation analysis
Time domain tests effectively reveal correlation within a dataset. While some correlation is
expected in realistic load data, excessive correlation suggests that multiple locations share
one time series shape (an unrealistic feature of some load profile datasets). For a time series
DataFrame with load profile data, the correlation matrix denotes the matrix whose (i, j)-th
element is the Pearson correlation coefficient between columns i and j.
Consider the correlation matrix of the WECC load profile dataset in Figure 4.8. The
triangular patches of dark elements (at or near 1.0 in value) along the diagonal suggest rank
deficiency. This manifests throughout the rest of the matrix in a plaid pattern. It appears
that some load profiles are scaled versions of others. In fact, the full WECC load profile
























































































































































Figure 4.9: Aggregated WECC dataset correlation matrix.
Figure 4.10 shows that the RTS 96 load profile dataset has low rank as well. Note
the color scale: all elements are greater than 0.9992, which suggests that all columns are
(possibly scaled) copies of one time series. Figure 4.10 also reveals a tiling pattern. One
can construct the full matrix by tiling the sub-matrix boxed in red. This suggests that the
dataset was synthesized by copying the load profiles for one area to the other two areas of
the RTS 96 network.
The correlation matrix corresponding to RTE load profiles is shown in Figure 4.11.
There is no discernible pattern in the data that might suggest linear dependence between
any columns. The strong correlation between areas is surprising at first glance, but makes
sense given the relative flatness of load profiles in winter-peaking regions. The correlation
matrix of the ERCOT dataset, pictured in Figure 4.12, is similarly full-rank. The correlation
matrices for the RTE and ERCOT datasets have a “realistic look” when compared to the
patchy correlation matrices for the synthetic datasets (WECC and RTS 96). This intuition

































































































































































Figure 4.10: RTS 96 load profile correlation matrix. All elements are effectively equal to 1;
the narrow color scale highlights tiny differences between elements. Note the sub-matrix
























































































































































Figure 4.12: ERCOT dataset correlation matrix.
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4.4.2 Singular values
The singular value decomposition also reveals correlation between buses and areas. If all
columns of a load profile dataset are based on a single prototype load profile, then the rank
of the data matrix will be close to 1. If the columns are linearly independent, then the matrix
will have full rank (equal to the number of columns). Figure 4.13 illustrates singular values
for the six datasets. The WECC dataset is rank-deficient by 4, which suggests that four of
the time series are linearly dependent on others. The less-realistic RTS 96 data stands out
in this test, with only 16 linearly-independent columns. This reinforces the earlier finding
that all columns of this dataset are correlated to an unrealistic degree. The remaining two
datasets, RTE and RTS 96 GMLC, have full rank. Note that only the first year of RTE data
was analyzed, as the SVD becomes too computationally expensive for multi-year data.3
It is noteworthy that the RTS 96 appears to have rank 17 in Figure 4.13, even though it is
a rank-1 dataset. Similarly, the triangular patches on the diagonal in Figure 4.8 suggest that
the WECC dataset is low-rank, but Figure 4.13 indicates it is only rank-deficient by four.
Both WECC and RTS 96 have a number of singular values on the order of 102− 105, much
larger than 10−10 (understood to be zero) but also orders of magnitude smaller than the
largest singular values. The WECC dataset has 20 singular values greater than 100, while
the RTS 96 dataset has just one. The cause of these apparent discrepancies is quantization
noise, which will be analyzed in detail in Chapter 5.
3With an efficient algorithm, the SVD of a m × n matrix requires O(km2 + k′n3), where k and k′ are
constants. One can obtain the singular values alone with O(mn2) operations.
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Figure 4.13: Singular values of each dataset, treating each time series a one column of a
matrix.
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4.5 Time series analysis
The metrics derived in Section 4.4 are based on patterns across a dataset. In this section
we investigate individual time series characteristics using a few well-known types of anal-
ysis. Fourier analysis reveals periodicity, but fails to capture time-varying characteristics.
The spectrogram simultaneously illustrates variation in time and frequency, but is difficult
to distill into metrics. Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) effectively separates trend and
noise components, and is more conducive to concise metrics. Finally, Seasonal Autore-
gressive Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA) modeling can reduce typical load profile
characteristics down to a few parameters.
4.5.1 Fourier transform
The Fourier transform yields a frequency domain representation of time domain data. Be-
fore comparing frequency spectra, we ensured comparability across datasets by fixing time
resolutions to one hour, and time spans to 8,736 hours (the time span of the shortest dataset).
We then normalized each time series so its largest value is 1. Consider the five frequency
spectra shown in Figure 4.14. Each trace represents the DFT of the first column of one
of the datasets. The spectra reveal a few intuitive features of load profiles. All five traces
have peaks at the once-per-day frequency. The once-per-week frequency component is
more pronounced for some time series than others, and is accompanied by its own harmon-
























































Figure 4.14: DFT coefficients for first column of each dataset, spanning the frequency
range from 0 to twice per day. Columns were normalized such that their largest elements
were all equal to 1.0.
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Metrics derived from Fourier analysis are unlikely to be useful, as they fail to capture
time-varying (e.g. seasonal) behavior. The spectrogram, which we will consider next,
addresses this shortcoming via a trade-off between time and frequency resolution.
4.5.2 The spectrogram
The spectrogram is a function that assigns an intensity value to a given time and frequency.
A spectrogram is naturally visualized as a two-dimensional heatmap. Due to the funda-
mental trade-off between time and frequency resolution, one must choose an appropriate
time window before generating a spectrogram. Having experimented to identify appropri-
ate parameters, we generated spectrograms for ERCOT and RTE load profile data. These
are shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16. Note in Figure 4.15 that the once-per-day frequency
component is stronger in summer, when peak daily temperatures require substantial elec-
tric cooling. By simultaneously showing time and frequency variation, the spectrogram
provides more insight than Fourier analysis. On the other hand, it is unclear how to con-
dense spectrogram information into metric-style summaries of load profiles. In the next
section we describe a means of decomposing a time series into trend and noise compo-
nents, thereby moving towards a concise metric.
Figure 4.15: Spectrogram of one year of ERCOT load profile data. Gray traces are seven-
day moving averages of time domain data. Note the seasonal variation of daily peak promi-
nence.
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Figure 4.16: Spectrogram of one year of RTE load profile data. Gray traces are seven-day
moving averages.
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4.5.3 Singular spectrum analysis (SSA)
SSA is a model-free, non-parametric signal decomposition based on principal component
ideas [64]. Rather than the sinusoidal basis signals of Fourier analysis, SSA provides
“adaptive spectral filters associated with dominant oscillations” [65]. SSA is suitable for
nonlinear and non-stationary signals, and has been applied to electric load data previously
[66, 67, 68, 69].
Given a centered, length-N time series, SSA proceeds as follows. First, a window
length (or “embedding dimension”) M < N/2 is chosen. Next, the input signal is em-
bedded in a “trajectory matrix” of lagged vectors of length M ; each length-M vector is a
lagged version of the previous one. The SVD is applied to this trajectory matrix to obtain
eigen-triples (Ui, si, Vi), then eigen-gaps between consecutive singular values si are used
to group these eigen-triples together (with the number of groups depending on how many
SSA components one wishes to obtain). Finally, the embedding process used to generate
the trajectory matrix is reversed via diagonal averaging to yield SSA components. Provided
that an appropriate window length was chosen and the eigen-gaps were large enough, SSA
will decompose the input signal into trend, oscillatory, and noise components.
It is important to choose an appropriate embedding dimension M . A higher value of
M will capture oscillations with greater periods, and will better isolate noise; lower M
makes eigen-grouping easier and analysis faster [65]. To quickly analyze hundreds of load
profiles, we letM = 24 for all SSA analysis. Figure 4.17 helps to explain this choice. Note
the clear eigen-gaps separating the eigen-groups {1}, {2 − 5}, {6 − 15}, and {16 − 24}
for the M = 24 case (in orange). When applying SSA with M = 24 to other load profiles,
we observed similar eigen-gaps, which enabled us to use the same eigen-grouping across
all load profiles. It makes sense that an embedding dimension of 24 is effective, as this is
the period of daily oscillation (24 hours).
Figure 4.18 illustrates SSA components for an ERCOT load profile. The four com-
ponents (which may be summed to obtain the original signal) are designated as trend (or
large-period oscillations), 1/day, 2/day, and “harmonics + noise.” This signal representa-
tion clearly shows the relative importance of each component, as well as the months during
which it is strongest. Note that the seasonal component does not appear to be periodic, in
contrast to the oscillatory appearance of the 1/day and 2/day components. The trend com-
ponent at the top of Figure 4.18 indicates that ERCOT is a summer-peaking region, while
the 1/day component confirms that May-October behavior is dominated by a once-per-day
oscillation. In the colder months, the twice-per-day component is stronger. This corre-
sponds to the daily load profiles illustrated in the lower-left subplot of Figure 4.4. Ideally,
the last component (“harmonics + noise”) should be small and stationary (exhibiting no
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Figure 4.17: Eigen-gaps for various choices of embedding dimension M . The load profile
being embedded is from the RTE dataset. Eigenvalues are on the vertical axis, with SSA
component index on the horizontal axis.
time variation).
4.5.4 SARIMA modeling
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) modeling is a common time series
technique, with some prior application to power systems [67]. The acronym stands for
Auto Regressive (AR, regression of a signal against lagged versions of itself) Integrated (I,
differencing to attain stationarity) Moving Average (MA, error is computed as a moving
average). Seasonal ARIMA, or SARIMA, is the product of a regular ARIMA model with
a second ARIMA model that captures seasonal variation; this extends ARIMA modeling
to accommodate seasonal variation with a known period. SARIMA modeling involves
two steps: first, one must choose AR, I, and MA orders for the base and seasonal ARIMA
models. A high enough I order is selected to ensure that the differenced time series is
stationary. Then the AR and MA orders are chosen, typically via brute force search. We
attempted to minimize the Akaike information criterion [70] in our search (there are other
potential objectives). Next, the time series is fit to the SARIMA model to obtain coefficients
for the AR, I, and MA terms.
We performed the first step for several different load profiles to identify reasonable val-
ues for the AR, I, and MA model orders, and determined that a SARIMA (1,1,0)×(1,0,0,24)
model is appropriate. The non-seasonal component of this model has an auto-regressive
order of 1 and an integration order of 1. The seasonal component has an auto-regressive
order of 1, and a seasonal period of 24. We fitted all load profiles to this model. The
resulting set of coefficients, along with Akaike information criterion values, is visualized






















































































































































Figure 4.18: SSA components (left) and corresponding spectrograms (right) for one year-
long ERCOT load profile. The embedding dimension was chosen to be 24.
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model coefficients and the Akaike information criterion. Aside from some clustering (es-
pecially for the artificial RTS 96 dataset), there are no obvious patterns that might help to
develop a metric. It is also more difficult to explain the physical significance of SARIMA
coefficients than, for example, SSA time series components.
Figure 4.19: Pairplot of coefficients for SARIMA (1,1,0)× (1,0,0,24) model. “aic” is the
Akaike information criterion, “ar.L1” is the auto-regressive coefficient, and “ar.S.L24” is
the seasonal auto-regressive coefficient.
4.6 Conclusions
This chapter considered six load profile time series datasets. Each was checked for patterns
using cross-correlation analysis and singular value decomposition. These methods detect
whether a load profile is artificial, and whether disaggregation was performed. We pro-
posed two dataset-wide metrics: one based on the fraction of correlation coefficient values
below a threshold close to one, and the other based on data matrix rank. (The latter metric
produced unexpected results which will be explained in Chapter 5.) We then applied time
series analysis methods to individual time series. Fourier analysis provides an intuitive per-
spective, but fails to capture the time-varying behavior that makes load profiles interesting.
Spectrograms are more appropriate for visualizing electric load profile, though it is unclear
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how one might condense spectrogram data into straightforward time series metrics. Sin-
gular spectrum analysis can isolate trends, oscillations, and noise with any desired level of
granularity. We proposed an embedding dimension and eigen-grouping for quickly decom-
posing a load profile into four meaningful components. Finally, we investigated SARIMA
modeling of load profiles. Our results did not suggest a SARIMA-based metric.
We recommend the following approach for quickly identifying common features present
in typical load profile datasets. First, apply the consistency metrics proposed in Section
4.4 to detect re-use of time series across the dataset, and to help determine whether data
were generated algorithmically. Next, generate a spectrogram as in Figure 4.15 to iden-
tify prominent frequency components and observe their seasonal variation. To investigate
further, apply the SSA technique to generate a figure like Figure 4.18. By applying these
metrics and analysis methods, one should be able to quickly determine the realism of any
load profile dataset.
4.7 Appendix: Importing and Standardizing Datasets
The time series data were stored in various formats, even differing in the character encod-
ing used. We employed Python and the pandas package to import each dataset into a single
DataFrame. Three of the datasets –WECC 240, RTS 96, and GMLC– were already avail-
able as single files, which made importing straightforward. The ERCOT dataset involves
daylight saving time, but was also straightforward to work with. The RTE dataset initially
consisted of numerous files spread across multiple directories, and was more difficult to
parse into a single DataFrame.
RTE provided four years of 30-minute data for all twelve of France’s administrative ar-
eas. Each year had a corresponding subdirectory with twelve area-specific data files. These
files had a .xls extension, but were in fact TSV (tab-separated variable) files rather than
Microsoft Excel workbooks.4 After programmatically verifying data format consistency
across all files, we took advantage of several options in the Python pandas package to cor-
rectly parse individual RTE data files. The following notes may be used to reproduce our
final tidy RTE dataset.
• Because the original files were saved on an older Windows machine, cp1252 encod-
ing had to be used. (The default encoding for pandas is UTF-8.)
• Turn off the index column and generate it manually later. These files seem to have
4This may be verified by opening one of the files in a pager like less or a lightweight text editor (each
file is approximately 3MB).
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delimiters (tabs) at the end of each line, which makes the pandas default index be-
havior (which designates the first column as the index) undesirable. One must set
index_col=False to correct for this.
• Recognize ’ND’ as a missing value. RTE uses the string ’ND’ to represent missing
data, so one must set na_values='ND' to have pandas recognize this convention.
• Skip the last two rows. Each file in the 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015 subdirectories
ends with two non-data lines. The second-to-last line contains a disclaimer message,
and the last line is just a newline. Setting skipfooter=2 skips the last two rows.
• Merge date and time columns to obtain a timestamp index. The third and fourth
columns of each file contain date and time values, so we set parse_dates=[[2, 3]]
to have pandas combine these columns into a single column of DateTime values. We
then use df.set_index('Date_Heures', inplace=True) to have pan-
das use this new DateTime column as the index for the DataFrame.
• Downsample to 30-minute interval. RTE data files have 15-minute resolution to
accommodate two columns, but the columns we will analyze contain 30-minute
data. Using df.resample('30T').asfreq(), we removed the empty rows
between data rows.
Combining the aforementioned settings, we obtained a parser for individual data files.
We combined the 48 files (12 areas spanning four years) using the following strategy (the
code itself is provided in an appendix):
1. For a geographic area (Normandie, for example), find the corresponding file in each
year’s subdirectory. This produces a list of four file paths.5
2. Use the file parser to import the four files into DataFrames.
3. Concatenate these four DataFrames together to obtain a single DataFrame for the
area, with an index spanning 2013-2017.
4. Repeat for all other areas.
5. Make a new DataFrame with a hierarchical column index (MultiIndex). The top
hierarchical level represents areas, while the second level contains column labels
(load, solar generation, etc.).
5Unfortunately, some file names (the two corresponding to the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes and Bourgogne-
Franche-Comté areas in each year’s subdirectory) were mangled due to the presence of accented characters,
which were replaced by URL codes. We changed the filenames to fix this and make it easier to stitch together
data from all years for a single area via string matching.
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6. Fill this new DataFrame with the twelve individual area DataFrames.
7. Use DataFrame.swaplevel(axis=1) to switch the order of the hierarchical
levels so the top level represents column labels.
The resulting DataFrame may be indexed using df['Consommation'] to return all
electric load data from 2013-2017 for all 12 areas. The resulting Python pickle occupies 81
MB on disk.
In the end, we obtained a single pickle file for each electric load dataset. These files may
be quickly loaded into DataFrames, and all follow one simple format. Indices represent
time, while each column contains time series data for one bus or area. Column labels are





Electric load time series data are valuable for power systems analysis, particularly in the
realms of simulation and planning. System operators and utilities frequently store and
share such data with researchers and the public. Load profile datasets typically include
several time series (with load aggregated by area), span one or more years, and have time
resolution on the order of one hour. This chapter is concerned with two common limitations
of such datasets: numerical rounding, also known as magnitude quantization and typically
performed for storage reasons; and aggregation, which represents many small loads using
a single time series.1 Quantization is nonlinear and irreversible, and its effects –referred to
as quantization noise– are only negligible under certain conditions. When load profile time
series are rounded to integer values (an unfortunately common practice), quantization noise
is significant enough to interfere with analysis, especially in conjunction with common
disaggregation techniques.
Most readily available load profile datasets consist of a handful of aggregated load
time series. Aggregation requires fewer measurements, reduces storage requirements, and
poses less security risk. Unfortunately, it also limits the data’s usefulness to researchers,
who often need each load bus in a network to have its own time series. Disaggregation
techniques are often used to derive a dataset with one time series per load from a source
dataset consisting of aggregated time series. The most common technique is to associate
an aggregated load profile with each bus (either at random or based on location), then
scale the aggregated time series down according to the portion of load served by that bus.
Datasets generated in this manner have the same number of unique load profile shapes as
the aggregated load datasets from which they are derived. In other words, if an aggregated
1“Quantization” may refer to magnitude quantization (rounding) or time quantization (sampling). Unless
otherwise stated, “quantization” refers to magnitude quantization in this chapter.
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load dataset and a derived disaggregated dataset are each represented as a data matrix (with
each time series as a column), then the two matrices will have the same rank. Unfortunately,
the rounding that often follows disaggregation and precedes data storage can obscure this
important fact. Quantization noise increases the apparent rank of a disaggregated load
profile dataset. The resulting disagreement between reality and numerical appearance can
be substantial and confusing.
Using quantization theory, we describe quantization noise in the electric load setting,
especially as it influences disaggregated datasets. Relationships between data features,
quantization step size, and quantization noise are described. Results are shown for several
datasets, illustrating the need to exercise caution when quantizing load profile data. Sec-
tion 5.2 introduces quantization theory, with standard terminology and relevant results from
the literature. This section also introduces time series datasets. Section 5.3 describes the
modeling of quantization noise in electric load time series datasets. Section 5.4 presents a
numerical encompassing several load profile datasets. Results and conclusions are summa-
rized in Section 5.5.
5.2 Background
Quantization theory dates back to the late 1940s. Bennett’s 1948 paper described the rela-
tion between distortion and step size for two forms of quantization: rounding (magnitude
quantization) and sampling (time quantization) [71]. One key early development was Ben-
nett’s assumption (justified under four conditions) that quantization noise may reasonably
be modeled as uniformly-distributed, uncorrelated, additive noise. This assumption was
popularized by Widrow [72, 73, 74], whose approach substituted distributions of signal
values for the signals themselves. Gray summarized the conditions for validity of the un-
correlated additive white noise model as follows: 1) the quantizer does not overload, 2)
the quantizer has a large number of levels, 3) the bin width or distance between levels is
small, and 4) the probability distributions of pairs of input samples is given by a smooth
probability density function [75]. We revisit these conditions in the context of load profile
quantization noise later on. Another early and fundamental result is the average distortion
for a uniform quantizer [71, 76], restated as (5.5).
Though it is not relevant to the current analysis, another body of quantization literature
is worth mentioning. This work traces back to [77], and is concerned with exact descrip-
tions of noise for quantizers driven by structured inputs (a sine wave, for example). While
electric load signals contain strong once-per-day and seasonal frequency components, their
inherent randomness precludes such exact analysis. Finally, it is appropriate to mention the
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random matrix theory that inspires the data matrix analysis in Section 5.3. The thorough
and numerically-oriented work [78] is invaluable for those interested in random matrices
and their spectra. A quantized disaggregated load profile dataset may also be viewed as a
perturbed low-rank matrix, rendering work in this area relevant as well [79, 80].
A quantizer consists of a set of intervals or cells S = {Si; i ∈ I} (where I is an index
set), and a set of reproduction values or levels C = {yi; i ∈ I} [81]. Given a real number





where 1S(x) = 1 if x ∈ S and 0 otherwise. This chapter is concerned with the most
common type of quantizer, the staircase quantizer associated with rounding. This is a
uniform quantizer, with all cells having the same width ∆. If ∆ = 1 (integer rounding),
we can express q with Si = (i− 1/2, i + 1/2], yi = i, and I = Z. Provided I = Z holds,
this quantizer will not saturate (or overload), because S uniformly covers the entire number
line. Quantization error, defined as
e = q(x)− x , (5.2)
will therefore lie within (−1/2, 1/2]. More generally, a uniform staircase quantizer with
cell length ∆ has quantization error bounded by (−∆/2, ∆/2].
Quantizers are further characterized by rate, distortion, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
A quantizer’s rate captures its storage cost, and is defined as
R(q) = log2N , (5.3)
where N is the number of levels. Quantizer quality is typically assessed via distortion.
We will use squared error, d(x, x̂) = |x − x̂|2, as a distortion measure. With this choice,








where e is understood to be a vector. One of the earliest and most useful results from
quantization theory is the average distortion for a uniform quantizer with high resolution,
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Another widely-used result may be derived from (5.5): for a uniform quantizer with high
rate, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) increases by 6 dB when a bit is added to the rate:
SNR = c+ 20R log10 2 (5.6)
u c+ 6R dB
Electric load data are typically made available as collections of aggregated load profiles
with a shared time resolution, length, and underlying network. Publicly available load
data typically have a time resolution of one hour, and are useful primarily for quasi-static
analysis. Let A ∈ Rnt×nc represent a load profile dataset, where nc is the number of
load profiles, and nt is the number of samples in each. As an example, the WECC load
profile dataset from [82] consists of 21 load profiles spanning one leap year at a one hour
resolution; its corresponding data matrix has dimensions 8784× 21.
Table 5.1 lists the load profile datasets that will be discussed in Section 5.4. (These are
the same datasets that were introduced in Chapter 4.) ‘Cols’ is the number of time series
in the dataset, ‘Res.’ refers to the interval between timestamps, ‘Span’ is the time span
covered by the dataset, and ‘Samples’ is the total number of samples in each time series.
‘Prec.’ is the number of decimal places individual data elements are stored with. There
are two variants of the WECC dataset: one with 21 aggregated load profiles from CAISO,
and the other derived for use with the WECC 240 network [82] via disaggregation. The
disaggregated dataset was generated by assigning each bus in the WECC 240 network a
scaled copy of the load profile for the area to which it belongs. Scaling was done according
to load participation factors, and the disaggregated dataset was rounded to integer values
before being stored. This rounding produced substantial quantization noise, as will be
analyzed shortly. The RTS 96 load profile dataset is generated from a set of tables. A
scaling factor is associated with each day of the year, hour of the day, and bus in the
network. These factors are multiplied to obtain each sample for each bus. As with the
disaggregated WECC dataset, RTS 96 load profiles were rounded to integer values before
being stored. The resulting quantization noise obscures the low-rank nature of this dataset.
The RTE dataset consists of twelve load profiles from RTE in France, each corresponding
to one of the country’s administrative divisions. The Energy Reliability Council Of Texas
(ERCOT) dataset was obtained from the system operator’s public website. Each of the eight
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Table 5.1: Metadata for load profile datasets.
Dataset Source Cols Res. Span Samples Prec.
Aggregated WECC [82] 21 1 hr 2004-2005 8,784 1
WECC 240 Disagg. of above 132 1 hr 2004-2005 8,784 0
RTS 96 [83] 51 1 hr 1996 8,736 0
RTE GRID DATA 12 30 min 2013-2017 80,304 0
ERCOT [84] 8 1 hr 2002-2018 143,135 13
GMLC [85] 3 5 min 2020 105,408 7
load profiles corresponds to one of ERCOT’s weather zones, which together span most of
Texas. The GMLC dataset was synthesized for the grid modernization lab consortium.
These three load profiles are associated with a modified version of the RTS 96 network.
There is a high degree of aggregation, as each time series corresponds to one area of the
RTS 96 network.
5.3 Error modeling and signal recovery
The additive white noise model is reasonable for quantized load profile datasets, as the four
assumptions involved are typically valid. First, the rounding quantizer does not overload
(there is no cell with width greater than ∆). Second, the quantizer has a large number of lev-
els, since electric load is typically reported in MW with values on the order of 103 (though
we will consider scenarios where this is not the case). Third, the cell width ∆ is small
relative to the size of the signal, as it typically lies in [10−6, 1]. The fourth assumption,
pertaining to smooth distributions of pairs of signal values, may be justified empirically
by considering a load profile’s distribution of values. For a time series with values on the
order of 103 and integer precision or greater, probability densities of elements are empiri-
cally smooth. The additive white noise model may therefore be used to estimate or bound
the contribution of quantization noise to a quantized time series. The vector case (one load
profile) is straightforward, and leads naturally to the matrix case (multiple load profiles).
Consider first the case where a single load profile is represented as a vector of length
nt. Let q(·) be the rounding quantizer with step size ∆, and q.(·) denote element-wise
application of q to an array argument. Now let z1 ∈ Znt be an integer-valued vector,
and α ∈ R a scalar. Then z2 = q.(αz1) is a scaled and quantized version of z1, and the
quantization error vector is
e = z2 − αz1.
Now assume Bennett’s model of uniformly distributed and uncorrelated quantization noise
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where in (5.8) we used (5.5) (and the assumption that ∆ is small) to replace |ei| with its
average value. To add numerical context: a quantized load profile spanning one year at a
one-hour resolution (nt = 8760) has ‖e‖ ≈ 27
√
∆ according to (5.10). In other words,




We next consider multiple time series together. A load profile dataset consists of multi-
ple time series, and may be represented as a matrix A ∈ Rnt×nc . If the rounding quantizer
q is applied to A, and the additive white noise model is valid, then the error matrix may be
expressed as
E = q.(A)− A . (5.11)
To clarify subsequent notation, let Aq = q.(A). While it is not possible to recover A from
Aq in general, there is a common setting where the low-rank nature of A permits signal
recovery from Aq. Consider an aggregated load profile dataset A ∈ Rnt×na consisting of
na linearly independent time series. Now suppose a disaggregated dataset D ∈ Rnt×nd ,
nd > na, is derived from A, such that each column of D is a linear combination of columns
of A. Without loss of generality, assume that rank(D) = na (implying that all columns
of A are used in the construction of D). Then when D is quantized, the singular value
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decomposition may be used to isolate quantization noise as follows:
















This step requires singular values associated with signal to be greater than those due to
noise, but it is straightforward to show that this requirement is satisfied in every case where
the additive noise model is valid.2 According to (5.12), D may be recovered approximately
from Dq by summing the first rank(D) = na components of the singular value decompo-
sition of Dq. To summarize: when a disaggregated load profile dataset D is derived from
an aggregated source dataset A having known rank na, and D is then quantized, one may
approximately recover D via the singular value decomposition of q.(D).
Suppose now that the aggregated source dataset is unavailable, and its rank na unknown.
It is possible to determine na from Dq alone by estimating a singular value threshold to
separate signal and noise components (provided, again, that quantization noise is not large
enough to overwhelm the signal). Then na is simply the number of singular values above
the threshold, with the remaining components comprising quantization noise. The remain-
der of this section derives an appropriate singular value threshold, and the idea is explored
numerically in Section 5.4.
The problem of determining na given Dq is equivalent to the estimation of max(SE) =
‖E‖2, the largest singular value (or spectral norm) of the error matrix E. This value is
bounded trivially as follows:
‖ej‖2 ≤ ‖E‖2 ≤ ‖E‖F ∀ j, (5.13)
where ej is the j-th column of E, and ‖·‖F is the Frobenius norm. As with the single load
profile case, assume each element of E is sampled from a uniform distribution over the
range (−∆/2, ∆/2]. The bounds may be re-stated using the sample standard deviation σe
[86]:
√
ntσe ≤ ‖E‖2 ≤
√
ntndσe. (5.14)
2It is worth pointing out that the additive noise model is never exact. Quantization noise is deterministic,
and is therefore correlated with the signal, even if only slightly.
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Provided the underlying signal is not overwhelmed, SVD components with singular val-
ues between these bounds are due to quantization noise. This suggests a straightforward
means of isolating and subtracting quantization noise in load profile datasets generated via
disaggregation. We turn next to a numerical treatment of several datasets.
5.4 Numerical study
5.4.1 Singular value gaps for WECC and RTS-96
Two of the datasets in Table 5.1 are (mathematically, at least) low-rank, and serve as excel-
lent examples of quantization noise effects. The WECC disaggregated dataset is derived
from a set of 21 aggregated load profiles, and the RTS-96 dataset is derived from one func-
tion. The datasets should have ranks 21 and 1, respectively, but both were integer-rounded
prior to storage; this quantization causes numerical reality to differ from mathematical ex-
pectation. Figure 5.1 depicts singular values of the WECC and RTS-96 data matrices. The
former has numeric rank 128; the latter 17. Each spectrum has a noticeable gap (after the
20th singular value for WECC, and 1st singular value for RTS-96), along with numerous
densely-packed values in a plateau of sorts. This suggests that each data matrix consists
of a signal rising above a “noise floor”. From the analysis in Section 5.3 and the dashed-
line bounds in Figure 5.1, the presence of quantization noise is already apparent, but it is
worthwhile to go through the process of identifying quantization noise unaided by bounds.
The left and right singular vectors illustrate how components above the gap differ fun-
damentally from those below. Consider the fourth left singular vector U4 of the WECC
dataset, shown at the top of Figure 5.2. This signal has a periodic makeup, and the cor-




(b− a) = 1√
12
[0.5∆− (−0.5∆)] = ∆√
12
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Figure 5.1: Singular values for WECC (top) and RTS-96 (bottom) time series data matrices.
Error bounds are shown with dashed red lines, and singular values between these bounds
are colored to match.
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4th left singular vector











4th right singular vector
Figure 5.2: 4th singular value component for WECC dataset. Left singular vector on top;
right singular vector on bottom. The corresponding singular value, σ4, is 31,079.
responding right singular vector V4 (bottom of Figure 5.2) shows that U4 is an important
ingredient for many of the 132 columns.4 This is representative of components 1-20. By
contrast, the 21st left singular vector (top of Figure 5.3) appears to be noise5, and the corre-
sponding right singular vector (bottom of Figure 5.3) shows thatU21 only plays a significant
role in a few of the disaggregated WECC time series. We conclude that U21 exists primarily
to represent quantization noise for a few columns of the data matrix.
The bounds derived in Section 5.3 prove useful for the disaggregated WECC and RTS-
96 datasets. For WECC, nt = 8784, nd = 132, and ∆ = 1. Substituting into (5.15)
yields
3.33 ≤ ‖E‖ ≤ 312.02 .
These bounds are illustrated with dashed red lines in Figure 5.1, and suggest that there are
20 signal components: the 20th singular value (σ20 ≈ 554) is above the upper bound, while
the 21st (σ21 ≈ 54) is below it.6 For the RTS-96 dataset, nt = 8736, nc = 51, and the
4Each element V4[i] captures the relative importance of U4 in representing column i.
5This is readily confirmed via FFT analysis.
6Given that the disaggregated WECC dataset was derived from 21 load profiles (not 20), this result is
somewhat surprising. The discrepancy is explained by excessive signal scaling later in this section.
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21st left singular vector












21st right singular vector
Figure 5.3: 21st singular value component for WECC dataset. Left singular vector on top;
right singular vector on bottom. The corresponding singular value, σ21, is 54 (three orders
of magnitude below σ4).
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bounds become
2.08 ≤ ‖E‖ ≤ 194.57 .
These bounds are depicted in the bottom subplot of Figure 5.1, and suggest there is one
signal component. This matches prior knowledge of the dataset, each of whose time series
was derived from the same function. While the error matrix bounds do prove useful for
the WECC and RTS-96 datasets, it is worth noting that determination of the true rank
of a matrix with additive white noise is difficult in general [86]. Quantization noise is
inherently correlated with the signal, even if only slightly. The assumption of many signal
levels breaks down for excessively-scaled time series, as will be discussed shortly.
5.4.2 Ranks of WECC and RTS-96 data matrices
If each column of these matrices has a unique quantization noise pattern, one would ex-
pect full rank. It is noteworthy, then, that neither the WECC data matrix nor the RTS-96
data matrix has full numerical rank. A closer look at the WECC and RTS-96 datasets re-
veals that some columns are indeed scaled similarly enough to share a quantization noise
pattern, resulting in a lower-rank E matrix. This leads to the following observation: for
two quantized columns to be linearly dependent, they must 1) be derived from the same
non-quantized time series (or same linear combination of non-quantized time series); and
2) must be scaled such that their quantization noise patterns align. If two quantized time
series have the same pre-quantization shape but are scaled differently, the difference in
quantization error will require an additional linearly independent vector to capture. The
rank of a data matrix is a function both of unique shapes and various quantizations thereof.
For each unique shape represented, there is one singular value above the noise threshold.
Differently-scaled versions of these time series have various quantization noise patterns
(which may align); for each of these patterns, there is a singular value below the noise
threshold whose corresponding component helps to offset it.7
The WECC data matrix contains just five numerically identical columns, resulting in
a 4-dimensional nullspace. For the RTS-96, there are 17 differently-scaled and quantized
versions of one load profile, corresponding to the 17 buses in each of the network’s three
identical areas. Each of these columns has its own scaling factor [83] and quantization
noise pattern. This explains the large gap between σ1 and σ2, as well as the 16 singular
values within error bounds.
7There is not, of course, a one-to-one correspondence between each quantization noise pattern and one
component of E; the components of E work together to offset the full effects of quantization for all columns.
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5.4.3 Scaling and signal degradation
Quantization noise becomes more significant as the input signal is scaled down. To render
quantization error negligible, a signal must be significantly larger than cell width ∆, and
capable of taking many unique values after quantization. When a time series is scaled down
excessively before quantization, the resulting signal may be dominated by noise, resulting
in choppy and unrealistic load profiles.
The deleterious effects of scaling and quantization are best expressed with an example.
Let x be one week of load data (at a one-hour resolution) from a WECC time series, and
q(·) be the integer-rounding quantizer. Now let
y1 = q(x)
y2 = q(x/50)
be two differently-scaled and quantized versions of x. Figure 5.4 illustrates y1 (top) and y2
(bottom). The original signal x takes 147 unique values. Despite quantization, y1 is still
large enough to take 61 unique values, and quantization error (shown in gray) is relatively
small. By contrast, y2 was squeezed so much before quantization that it can only take
three unique values; quantization error is on the same order of magnitude as y2 itself. To
generalize slightly, let x be a load profile, and α a scaling factor. Define u(x) to be the
number of unique values in x, i.e.
u(x) = |unique(x)|, (5.16)
where unique(·) returns the set of unique values of its argument. It is interesting to con-
sider the relationship between α and u(q(αx)) (the number of unique values αx takes after
quantization).
Figure 5.5 was obtained by plotting u(q(αx)) against α for the 21 load profiles in the
aggregated WECC dataset. Note that each trace becomes flat past a certain value of α
(either α = 1 or α = 10 for this dataset). This flattening is a function of the number
of unique values in the non-quantized time series; a signal with k unique values cannot
have more than k values when it is scaled up, but it will have fewer than k unique values
when scaled down. Thus, this flattening behavior reveals the true precision of a time series.
Figure 5.5 also provides context for Figure 5.4, whose blue and red traces correspond to the
blue and red circles. The time series used to generate Figure 5.4 is particularly susceptible
to down-scaling degradation due to its low peak value. The 132 green points in Figure
5.5 illustrate how the 132 columns of the disaggregated WECC dataset were derived from
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the 21 aggregated time series. These points were obtained from the process described in
Appendix I. While most of the points correspond to reasonably large numbers of unique
values, a handful lie in the 3-10 range. Quantization error for these signals will be relatively
large, and they will appear unrealistically choppy (like the bottom plot in Figure 5.4).
Figure 5.6 is generated in the same manner, but includes one time series from each
dataset listed in Table 5.1. It is immediately obvious that the ERCOT time series (trace
A) is the only one that was stored at floating-point accuracy; its trace is the only one that
does not flatten off. The aggregated WECC time series (trace D) flattens off at α = 10
(implying single decimal place precision), while the RTE and RTS 96 time series (traces
C and E) have integer precision. Based on its seven decimal places, one would expect the
GMLC time series (trace B) to taper off gradually like the ERCOT trace; instead, it flattens
at α = 3.08. We conclude that the GMLC time series is not free to take all seven-digit-
precision values between its extrema. Further inspection reveals it is in fact limited to 5365
unique values. Sorting these values and taking the first difference shows that almost all are
spaced by 0.3243 MW. As expected from Figure 5.6, 1/0.3243 = 3.08, which matches the
value of α at which trace B flattens.




























Figure 5.4: Quantization noise dominates signals that are scaled down too much. These
two differently-scaled versions of the same WECC time series, for example, look quite
different after quantization. Quantization error, shown in gray, is much more significant in
the bottom subplot.
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Figure 5.5: Number of unique elements in quantized signal versus scaling factor for all 21
load profile time series from the aggregated WECC dataset. Note the blue and red circles,
which correspond to the blue and red (top and bottom) plots in Figure 5.4. The green circles
illustrate the derivation of the disaggregated WECC dataset.
5.5 Conclusions
Quantization noise is nonlinear and irreversible, yet detectable and predictable. We have
described the validity of the additive white noise model in the load profile setting, and have
used this model to derive error estimates and bounds that are both useful and straightfor-
ward to compute. Using these bounds, one can readily identify quantization noise, and
even subtract it from a load profile data matrix derived via disaggregation from a low-
rank aggregated data matrix. Numerical analysis illuminates the difference between signal
and quantization noise singular value components. The relationships between scaling, the
number of unique elements a signal can take, and quantization noise were also considered.
We provide a satisfactory explanation of the “shelf” of singular values between the data
components and the noise floor observed in quantized time series datasets. It is our hope
that the reader stands better equipped to identify quantization noise in their own time se-
ries data, and to avoid introducing quantization noise where possible. Quantization noise
may be avoided if time series data are simply stored with additional precision to minimize
quantization noise. Each additional bit of precision shifts the noise floor down by 6 dB
[71], and modern data storage resources make it inexpensive to store large time spans of
hour-resolution data to several decimal places.
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A: ERCOT, 1 hr
B: GMLC, 5 min
C: RTE, 30 min
D: WECC Agg., 1 hr
E: RTS 96, 1 hr
F: WECC, 1 hr
Figure 5.6: Number of unique elements versus scaling factor for one integer-rounded time
series from each dataset (selected according to lowest peak value). Each time series was
shortened to one year.
Appendix: Deriving a Floating-point Version of WECC Data
Having access to both aggregated and disaggregated WECC datasets, one can derive a
floating-point variant of the disaggregated dataset. Let A represent the aggregated WECC
dataset (21 integer-valued columns), and D represent the disaggregated WECC dataset
(132 columns, significant quantization error). Assuming each column of D is a scaled (and
quantized) version of just one column of A (which we know to be the case), we can write
di = q(αiaj),
for each column di of D, where q(·) is the integer-rounding quantizer. The following
procedure may be used to determine the correspondence between column indices i and j,
and scaling factors αi.
1. Normalize all columns of A and D to obtain Ā and D̄.
2. For each column d̄i, find the column āj that minimizes ‖d̄i − āj‖. This yields the
index j of the aggregated load column that was scaled to obtain di.
3. Now determine αi by taking the mean of the element-wise division di/aj .
Figure 5.7 shows the singular values for the floating-point disaggregated WECC dataset
derived in this manner. It is now reasonable to claim that the matrix has rank 21, which
is equal to the number of aggregated load profiles as mathematically expected. The “noise
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floor” due to quantization has dropped to the level of floating-point accuracy. Due to the
nature of floating-point arithmetic, the difference ε between consecutive values is not con-
stant, and one cannot determine a fixed ∆. One choice of error bounds that encapsulates the
noise floor (and is shown in Figure 5.7) corresponds to ∆ = 10−23, which is the difference
between two floating-point values at 10−7.









Floating-point WECC Singular Values
Figure 5.7: Singular values for floating-point WECC. Error bounds (dashed red lines) are
derived assuming ∆ = 10−23.
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CHAPTER 6
System structure and reliability
6.1 Introduction
The buses and transmission lines of a power grid translate naturally to the nodes and edges
of a graph. This connection has been recognized for many years, and numerous graph
structural properties have been studied with various power systems applications [87, 88].
Graph-theoretical methods have been used to identify system vulnerabilities [8, 9, 10], de-
tect structural anomalies [11], generate and validate synthetic grids [12, 13, 14, 15], create
meaningful visualizations [56, 89], and perform partitioning [90, 91]. The graph analysis
methods employed may be divided into two categories: weighted, where electrical infor-
mation is embedded in the graph, and unweighted, where only topology is considered.
Though there is a fundamental difference between a power system’s topology and its elec-
trical structure [9, 92, 13], unweighted graph analysis is ideal for quickly detecting unusual
connectivity patterns. The topological algorithms used in this chapter are computationally
inexpensive, and interpretation of numerical results is straightforward. Consequently, it is
feasible to scan large power grids to check for structural anomalies.
Efficient detection of structural anomalies calls for two ingredients. The first is a large
collection of test networks from which a notion of “normal” topology may be derived.
NESTA [28] is well-suited for this purpose. The second ingredient is a combination of
straightforward, computationally inexpensive graph metrics capable of highlighting devia-
tions from the norm. One of the main contributions of this chapter is selection of several
topological metrics (along with discussion of less useful ones that were also considered),
their application to NESTA, and revelation of structural anomalies. Our methods efficiently
reveal highly-connected subnetworks in all four PEGASE project [93] topologies, in addi-
tion to highlighting the unusual density of the 162-bus IEEE dynamic test case.
The second portion of this chapter expounds on the connection between maximal cliques
and a recently-developed semidefinite programming (SDP) optimal power flow (OPF) al-
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gorithm [16]. Because SDP solver time increases sharply with semidefinite constraint ma-
trix size, decomposition into a set of constraints with smaller submatrices can significantly
improve solver performance [94]. According to a matrix completion theorem, any valid
decomposition must consist of combinations of maximal cliques. We study the greedy
clique merge algorithm proposed in [16], which merges overlapping cliques in search of
a decomposition that minimizes SDP solver time. Results show that solution time is not
minimized at the point one might expect, suggesting that topological considerations merit
further study in the SDP OPF context.
The chapter proceeds as follows. Section 6.2 introduces graph notation and defines
various topological graph metrics. Section 6.3 applies these metrics to NESTA networks,
characterizing typical grid topology and highlighting unusual connectivity patterns. Sec-
tion 6.4 presents conclusions.
6.2 Metric definitions and intuition
A power grid consists of electrical generators and loads joined by power lines and trans-
formers. The structure of a power grid may be represented as a graph, which consists
of a set of nodes N connected by a set of edges E. Connections may be encoded in an
adjacency matrix A, where each element Aij is 1 if nodes i and j have an edge between
them, and 0 otherwise. The translation from power grid to graph involves a few modeling
choices. We consider only undirected, unweighted graphs, where edges have no orientation
or other properties. In the test networks we consider, each substation is one node. Though
the data has this limitation, our ideas are applicable to high-fidelity models of real grids,
which often have multiple buses within a substation [89]. We omit parallel edges between
vertices. Finally, because some public test networks use transmission line objects to model
transformers (and vice versa in rare cases), we allow both power lines and transformers
to be edges in our graph representations.1 The remainder of this section defines several
topological graph metrics we will subsequently apply to numerous test networks.
1This can add a substantial number of “leaf nodes,” but we repeated all analysis with generator step-up
transformers excluded to verify that results are not qualitatively affected.
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6.2.1 Degree distribution
In a graph, each node’s degree is the number of nodes to which it is connected. Mathemat-











where Nk is the set of nodes with degree k [13]. Degree distribution has system reliability
implications [9, 15, 89, 14, 10] and reveals some useful information at a glance. A long
tail with high-degree nodes indicates one or more strongly-connected hub nodes (typically
at high voltage levels [89]), which make the system more vulnerable to targeted attack
[8, 10]. A high relative density of degree-1 and degree-2 nodes suggests a grid with long
paths or radial components, and low meshing [10]. We have found that maximum, mean,
and median values sufficiently highlight most interesting features and anomalies of NESTA
networks. Maximum and mean degree values are defined, respectively, as:






k · |Nk| (6.3b)
Median node degree kmed is defined in the usual way; it is the middle value of the sorted set
of node degrees (or mean of the two middle values if the number of nodes is even).
Considerations of flexibility, reliability, and physical space keep kmax from growing too
large in real power grids. In the North American power grid, the probability of a substation
having more than x transmission lines decreases exponentially with x [10]. Thus, high
kmax hints that network reduction or perhaps even a modeling error has occurred. The
mean distribution value k̄ is related to how meshed the system is, and lies between 2 and 3
for most grids. Median node degree is difficult to find in the literature, and is less useful for
characterizing system structure. Though some small, dense networks have median degree
3, the vast majority have kmed = 2.
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6.2.2 Degree assortativity
The degree assortativity coefficient r measures the extent to which nodes of like degree
connect to each other. It is equivalent to the Pearson correlation coefficient of node degrees
















In (6.4), x and y represent any two node degree values, |Exy|/|E| is the fraction of all
edges connecting a node with degree x to a node with degree y, |Ex|/|E| is the fraction
of all edges that start or end at nodes with degree x, and σk is the standard deviation of
the node degree distribution P(k). Values of r range from −1 to 1, indicating perfect
disassortativity and assortativity respectively [95]. Power system topologies tend to be
slightly disassortative, as mentioned by [15, 13] and confirmed in Section 6.3.2.
6.2.3 Rich-club coefficient
High degree assortativity suggests a strongly-interconnected set of high-degree nodes. The
rich-club coefficient [96] detects this structure, sometimes referred to as a “hubs of hubs”
or “rich club,” directly. Let N>k be the set of nodes with degree greater than k, and E>k




|N>k| (|N>k| − 1)
, (6.5)
which is the fraction of all possible edges that exist among nodes with degree greater than k.
If there is some degree x : φ(k) = 1 ∀ k > x, then φ is said to “saturate” [11], and the graph
is said to exhibit the “rich-club effect” [96]. Only two nodes and one edge are required to
make this happen: if the two highest-degree nodes in a graph each have degree y and are
connected, with the next-highest node degree being x, then φ(k) = 1 ∀ k ∈ [x, y − 1]. It is
therefore important to consider the number of nodes involved in a rich club to ensure one
is not simply observing two highly-connected nodes.
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6.2.4 Cliques
A fully-connected subgraph is called a clique. In graph notation, a clique C satisfies
C ⊆ N : Aij = 1 ∀ i, j ∈ C . (6.6)
Although each subset of a clique is technically also a clique, we restrict our focus to
those maximal cliques which cannot be expanded by adding other nodes. Determining
the maximal cliques of a general undirected graph is an NP-hard problem, but a memory-
efficient adaptation of the Bron-Kerbosch algorithm [97] identifies the maximal cliques of
our NESTA power grid graphs in a reasonable time.
6.2.5 Chordal graph extensions
A graph is chordal if every cycle of at least four nodes has a chord, which is an edge be-
tween nodes that are non-adjacent in the cycle. While power grid graphs are not chordal
in general, it is straightforward to obtain a chordal extension of a non-chordal graph via
sparsity-preserving Cholesky factorization of the graph adjacency matrix [94]. This yields
a chordal graph with a few new edges. While identifying all maximal cliques of a gen-
eral graph is NP-hard, there is a linear-time algorithm that applies to chordal graphs [98].
Chordal graph extensions and their cliques play a key role in improving SDP OPF perfor-
mance, as will be shown in Chapter 7.
6.2.6 Adjacency spectral radius
Adjacency spectral radius refers to the largest eigenvalue of the graph adjacency matrix A.
The eigenvalue spectrum of A is expensive to compute relative to aforementioned metrics,
especially for larger networks. While this metric yields interesting results, computation
time makes it less useful for quickly revealing structural anomalies. In Section 6.3.5 we
show that a combination of other metrics reveals similar information more quickly.
6.3 Structural anomalies in NESTA networks
Of the thirty power system graph analysis papers reviewed in [88], nearly 85% use one
of the IEEE Literature-Based Power Flow Test Cases (e.g. the IEEE 14-Bus System).
NESTA [28] includes these networks, RTE and PEGASE systems [99, 93], and many other
publicly-available test networks. This makes NESTA an ideal proving ground for graph
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metrics. Because the archive includes multiple versions of some topologies (e.g. sev-
eral Polish grid operating conditions), we focus on the subset of 33 representative NESTA
networks shown in Figure 6.1 to ensure no single topology is over-represented. In the re-
mainder of this section, we apply the metrics described in Section 6.2 to this collection of























































































































































































































Figure 6.1: Semilog plot of node counts, illustrating size categories.
6.3.1 Degree distribution
A graph’s maximum node degree is the highest degree observed among its nodes (6.3a).
Figure 6.2 shows that this property scales roughly linearly with the log of network size
for NESTA networks. Although the trend makes it appear that maximum node degree
can grow arbitrarily large, it is important to note that real substations are limited by the
design constraints discussed in Section 6.2.1. The three labeled outliers in Figure 6.2 are
all PEGASE networks, and the three points with maximum degree 9 in the 1,000-5,000-
node size range are the three Polish grid variants included in our NESTA sample. The
unusually high maximum degree of the large PEGASE topology has been pointed out [11],
but to our knowledge no prior work has shown how unusual the 89-bus PEGASE system
is for its size. This network’s highly-connected hub component is apparent from visual
inspection of a 2D graph layout, but maximum node degree and other metrics discussed
later on can identify this abnormal structure more quickly and efficiently.
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y = 3.7log10(x) + 0.4
Figure 6.2: Semilog plot of maximum node degree vs. number of nodes. The dashed
least-squares fit line excludes the labeled outliers.
The average mean node degree for our NESTA sample is 2.70, with a standard deviation
of 0.53. Table 6.1 contains the data, along with a “rugplot” illustration of the distribution
of values. Note the tight groupings about 2.4 (RTE and Polish networks) and 2.7 (PEGASE
and IEEE networks, highlighted pink and blue respectively). Highly-meshed transmission
networks like the 162-bus IEEE dynamic test case may naturally have high mean degree,
but the PEGASE 89-bus network is clearly unusual. On the other end of the distribution,
case189 edin appears to have long paths and low meshing.
Median node degree data are less interesting. Of our NESTA sample networks, 76%
have kmed = 2, while remaining values are 3. Unlike mean degree, kmed is not sensitive to
whether generator step-up transformers are modeled, at least for NESTA networks. Dense
networks like case 162 ieee dtc (which has been described as “quite robust” [101]) may
have a median node degree of 3, but this is unusual for networks larger than a few hundred
nodes. The largest NESTA network with kmed = 3 is the IEEE 300-bus test case.
6.3.2 Degree assortativity
Figure 6.3 suggests that transmission systems tend to be slightly disassortative. Over half
of the NESTA sample networks have |r| < 0.2, and one standard deviation within the
mean corresponds to roughly (−0.3, 0.15). The two largest PEGASE networks are highly
assortative, as first shown in [11]. The case13659 pegase variant is less assortative due
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case73 ieee rts 2.959
case240 wecc 2.900
case14 ieee 2.857






























primarily to the thousands of generator step-up transformers it includes, which are omitted
in case9241 pegase. On the other end of the spectrum, case9 wscc is highly disassortative.
This tiny network consists of a ring of six nodes, three of which have leaf nodes attached.
The unusual disassortativity arises from the fact that no edge joins nodes with matching
degree. Although highly disassortative networks tend to be tiny, and highly assortative


























case9_wscc IEEE Test Cases
Figure 6.3: Semilog plot of degree assortativity vs. network size.
6.3.3 Rich-club effect
Table 6.2 lists all groups of three or more nodes in NESTA networks that are connected
by at least 80% of their potential edges (we omit “clubs” consisting of just two nodes; see
Section 6.2.3). The first row reads: “At least 80% of all possible edges exist between the
28 nodes in case9241 with degree greater than 25.” The first two rows describe rich clubs
first identified in [11], and the next two rows also concern PEGASE networks. The brevity
of Table 6.2 is perhaps more significant than its contents. In every other case where φ(k)
reaches 0.8 for a NESTA network, the “rich club” consists of just two nodes. For a dozen
networks, there is no k for which φ(k) reaches 0.8. Mean node degree makes one PEGASE
network stand out, degree assortativity draws attention to two, and three PEGASE networks
have unusually high maximum node degree. The rich-club coefficient is the first metric that
separates all four PEGASE networks from the rest of NESTA.2
6.3.4 Cliques
The vast majority of power grid maximal cliques contain just two nodes. Of the 124,211
maximal cliques in our representative NESTA networks, the mean size is 2.085. This
2Table 6.2 also lists case3 lmbd, but this “rich club” contains the entire network: three nodes in a ring.
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Table 6.2: All NESTA rich clubs with more than 80% of potential edges and at least 3
nodes.
Nodes involved Degree
case9241 pegase 28 >25
case13659 pegase 19 >29
case89 pegase 11 >11
case2869 pegase 5 >13
case3 lmbd 3 >0
empirical observation manifests in a linear relationship between the number of maximal
cliques in a power system and the number of nodes. While the number of maximal cliques
grows linearly with the number of nodes, the size of the largest clique (or “maximum
clique”) does not. Figure 6.4 plots maximum clique size against network size for our
sample networks. As with the rich-club coefficient, this metric makes the four PEGASE
networks stand out. Setting aside these networks, the least-squares fit would effectively be
a horizontal line. Although PEGASE networks have unusually large cliques, roughly 99%
consist of just two or three nodes.
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Figure 6.4: Maximum clique size versus network size.
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6.3.5 Adjacency matrix spectrum
Figure 6.5 illustrates adjacency spectral radius versus number of nodes. As with the rich-
club coefficient, this metric casts the four PEGASE networks as outliers. All other networks
lie close to the trendline, which increases gradually with the log of network size. While the
isolation of all PEGASE networks is compelling, previously-mentioned metrics provide
similar information with significantly less computation.
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y = 0.66log10(x) + 2.39
Figure 6.5: Semilog plot of largest adjacency matrix eigenvalue versus number of nodes.
The dashed fit line excludes the labeled outliers.
6.4 Conclusions
A number of topological graph metrics were applied to 33 networks in NESTA, and several
structural anomalies were identified. Our metrics drew attention to PEGASE networks:
each metric highlighted at least one of these networks, but three metrics (rich-club coeffi-
cient, maximum clique size, and adjacency matrix spectral radius) separated all four from
the rest of NESTA. Our results indicate that each PEGASE network contains a relatively
small but highly dense subnetwork, which appears to be the result of Kron network reduc-
tion or a similar technique. A combination of degree distribution, degree assortativity, and
rich-club coefficient metrics is effective for identifying this structure within a large graph,
yet also computationally inexpensive. These metrics may be used to quickly scan new grid
models for potential modeling or data issues. We also touched on the connection between
cliques and SDP OPF performance. This connection is the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7
System structure and the semidefinite relaxation
of the optimal power flow problem
7.1 Introduction
Advances in semidefinite programming have drawn the attention of the power systems
community, specifically in connection with optimal power flow (OPF). Though not exact
for all OPF problems [102, 34], the semidefinite relaxation finds global optima for many
test cases [103, 104]. While extensive discussion of SDP OPF properties is beyond the
scope of this chapter, we will consider one key performance aspect: SDP solvers work best
with semidefinite constraint matrices no larger than a few dozen elements to a side. This
makes the decomposition technique outlined in [16] essential for solving larger SDP OPF
problems [105]. The positive semidefinite matrix completion theorem in [106] governs
valid decompositions [94]. Let there be an undirected chordal graph with associated in-
complete matrix G. Then G can be completed to a positive semidefinite matrix if and only
if all submatrices associated with the graph’s maximal cliques are positive semidefinite.1
Thus, decomposition involves 1) forming a chordal extension of the power grid graph (see
Section 6.2.5), 2) identifying chordal extension maximal cliques (see Section 6.2.4), and
3) replacing the semidefinite constraint matrix with a set of constraints corresponding to
maximal clique submatrices.
A single node may belong to many maximal cliques. Each of these cliques has its own
copy of that node’s two variables (real and imaginary complex voltage phasor components
in the OPF setting), but each physical parameter must ultimately have one value. Thus,
maximal clique decomposition introduces a number of linking constraints that varies with
the amount of overlap between cliques. Since SDP solvers like Mosek apply primal-dual
1In the SDP setting, completing G refers to the process of assigning values to otherwise unconstrained
elements such that the resulting matrix is positive semidefinite. The SDP relaxation is feasible if such a
completion exists.
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methods, a primal linking constraint corresponds to a dual variable, and changes in the
number of constraints and variables have similar impacts on solver performance [16]. For
this reason, we will use “approximate SDP OPF problem size” to denote the sum of all
scalar variables and linking constraints. If merging two cliques eliminates enough linking
constraints to offset the resulting increase in submatrix size, the sum of variables and link-
ing constraints is reduced overall, suggesting an improvement in SDP solver performance
according to the approximate problem size heuristic. For this reason, [16] proposed a
greedy clique merging algorithm that repeatedly combines the pair of cliques whose merger
yields the greatest reduction in the sum of variables and linking constraints. Suppose the
algorithm stops when a specified number of submatrices, designated L, is reached. As
shown in [16], SDP solver time gradually decreases as L shrinks (i.e. as more cliques are
merged). If L becomes too small, however, the submatrices grow large enough to outweigh
the benefits of linking constraint elimination. In this chapter we consider relationships be-
tween chordal graph extensions, clique characteristics, clique merge algorithms, and SDP
OPF performance. We first compare sparsity-preserving chordal extensions to more dense
extensions. Next, we compare greedy clique merge with a modified merge algorithm that
minimizes treewidth, and consider whether cliques consisting of just two nodes should be
merged.
7.2 Problem setting
7.2.1 Chordal extensions and sparsity
As mentioned in Section 6.2.5, a graph is chordal if every cycle (i.e. loop) of at least four
vertices has a chord, which is defined as an edge between two non-adjacent vertices in the
cycle. Any graph may be extended to form a chordal graph via the addition of chords.
A chordal graph extension may also be referred to as a triangulation, since every cycle of
four or more nodes contains a chord-induced triangle. Chordality is also linked to graph
elimination: a graph is chordal if and only if it has a perfect elimination ordering [107].
This property means that the maximal cliques of a chordal graph may be found in linear
time. Given a perfect elimination ordering and its first vertex v, a maximal clique contain-
ing v may be formed by adding the neighbors of v that succeed it in the ordering. All other
maximal cliques may be found similarly by proceeding through the elimination ordering.
This connection between chordality and graph elimination provides a convenient means of
obtaining chordal extensions: perform graph elimination using any vertex ordering, and
the set of edges added due to fill-in is sufficient to render the graph chordal. The number
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of filled-in edges (and therefore the density of the resulting chordal extension) depends
greatly on the vertex ordering. One typically desires to promote sparsity by minimizing
fill-in. Truly minimizing fill-in is an NP-hard problem, but effective vertex orderings have
been proposed by Tinney and others [108, 109, 110]. One such ordering is included im-
plicitly in implementations of sparse Cholesky factorization. The following process may
be used to obtain a sparsity-preserving chordal graph extension via Cholesky factorization.
LetA be the adjacency matrix of a non-chordal graph, andD be a diagonal matrix such that
Di,i is equal to the sum of the i-th row of A. Now define a Hermitian matrix W = A+D.
Then Cholesky factorization of W yields an adjacency matrix corresponding to a chordal
extension of the non-chordal graph.
The maximal cliques of any chordal graph extension give rise to a valid semidefinite
constraint decomposition. Maximal cliques may also be merged to obtain other constraint
decompositions. We turn next to a description of clique merge algorithms.
7.2.2 Clique merge
Once a chordal extension has been chosen and its maximal cliques identified, cliques may
be merged to reduce the number of semidefinite constraints and eliminate linking con-
straints. The clique graph provides a useful means of understanding clique merging. Each
node in this graph represents a maximal clique. Each edge lies between a pair of cliques
that share one or more nodes, and edge weight is equal to the number of nodes shared.
Merging two cliques corresponds to eliminating an edge of the clique graph, replacing the
endpoint cliques with one larger group of nodes. This process may be repeated until all
nodes are eliminated, at which point there is a single group consisting of all nodes. To
eliminate as many linking constraints as possible, it is sufficient to consider only clique
graph edges belonging to its maximum-weight spanning tree. The clique graph maximum-
weight spanning tree is obtained efficiently using Prim’s algorithm [111].
At each step, the greedy clique merge algorithm eliminates an edge of the clique graph,
merging its endpoints into a single group of nodes. To choose which edge to eliminate,
the algorithm estimates the change in approximate problem size that would result from
eliminating each clique graph edge. By its nature, greedy clique merge will only elimi-
nate clique graph edges belonging to the maximum-weight spanning tree described above.
Denote this tree T = {V,ET}, where V represents the clique graph vertices, and ET rep-
resents the set of edges. If a node vi ∈ V represents a chordal extension maximal clique
consisting of |vi| buses (each of which has real and imaginary voltage phasor components),
then the corresponding OPF semidefinite constraint matrix is square with 2|vi| × 2|vi| ele-
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ments, and |vi|(2|vi|+ 1) unique optimization variables in its upper triangle. Similarly, an
edge ei ∈ ET with weight wei represents a clique overlap of wei buses, which introduces
wei(2wei + 1) linking constraints due to duplication of variables. The approximate SDP
OPF problem size corresponding to a clique graph spanning tree T is the sum of all scalar







wei(2wei + 1). (7.1)
With the clique graph and approximate problem size defined, implementation of the greedy
clique merge algorithm is straightforward. At each step, the algorithm compares v(T ) with
v(T−ei) for each edge ei ∈ ET , where T−ei is obtained by merging the endpoint cliques
of ei. The merge corresponding to the greatest reduction in approximate problem size is
implemented, and T is updated. Merging may be stopped once |V| reaches a predefined
threshold, when subsequent merges begin increasing v(T ), or according to another termi-
nation criterion.
7.2.3 Treewidth and 2-cliques
In addition to sparsity, treewidth (defined here as the size of the largest clique or group
of merged cliques) and the modeling of 2-cliques (cliques consisting of two nodes) are
also important concerns. For a given number of clique merges, lower treewidth means a
greater number of smaller node groups. A greedy clique merge algorithm may be set up
to exhaust all merges that do not increase treewidth before forming any larger groups. We
hypothesize that this prioritization of small semidefinite constraints will lead to improved
SDP OPF solver performance. The other consideration is whether to leave 2-cliques out of
clique merging altogether. It is well-known that a size 2-by-2 semidefinite constraint may
be expressed using an equivalent second-order cone constraint. All semidefinite constraints
corresponding to 2-cliques may therefore be replaced by conic constraints, which should
improve optimization performance.
Four greedy merge algorithm variants were implemented to determine the impact of
minimizing treewidth and setting aside 2-cliques during clique merge. The first is standard
greedy clique merge. The second is greedy clique merge with all 2-cliques are excluded
(and modeled using conic rather than semidefinite constraints). The third algorithm avoids
increasing treewidth until necessary, merging only smaller groups until none remain. The
fourth algorithm minimizes treewidth and sets aside 2-cliques (allowing them to be mod-
eled with conic constraints). Results of applying these algorithms to the 300-bus IEEE test
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network are shown in Section 7.3.3.
7.3 Results
7.3.1 Chordal extension sparsity and SDP OPF performance
The choice of chordal extension sets the stage for clique merge and SDP OPF performance.
Perhaps the most important difference between various chordal extensions is sparsity. A
chordal extension may be obtained by performing graph elimination with any vertex order-
ing, and sparsity-preserving “approximate minimum degree” orderings like Tinney-2 [110]
lead to sparse chordal extensions. The Tinney-2 approach begins by identifying the graph
node with lowest valence (fewest neighbors), where any tie is broken randomly. This node
is then eliminated, and the adjacency matrix is updated with the fill-in elements (if any)
introduced by elimination of the first node. The node with fewest neighbors in the updated
adjacency matrix is eliminated next, and the process is repeated until the ordering includes
all vertices and graph elimination is complete. To assess the impact of chordal extension
sparsity on clique merge behavior and SDP OPF performance, we began with a Tinney-2
vertex ordering and gradually altered it to obtain a family of orderings with gradually in-
creasing fill-in. Each ordering was generated as follows. Let the Tinney-2 ordering be split
into three parts: the part which does not lead to any fill-in (which is at the beginning, and
is left alone), the next n elements, and all remaining elements. Reverse the order of the
remaining elements to obtain a new ordering. Then increase n and repeat. This gradual
deviation from the initial sparsity-preserving ordering leads to a corresponding increase in
chordal extension density. A family of vertex orderings was generated in this manner for
the IEEE 300-bus test case, and the SDP OPF was solved for each ordering. Two trials
were considered: one where no clique merging was performed, and another where greedy
clique merge was used to minimize approximate problem size. Figure 7.1 illustrates the
relationship between optimization time and chordal extension density for both cases, on a
log-log scale. As might be expected, chordal extension sparsity leads to reduced optimiza-
tion time. More interesting is the tendency of greedy clique merge to perform better for
sparser extensions, and worse for dense extensions. The algorithm’s ability to achieve a
reduction in SDP OPF solver time by minimizing approximate problem size depends on
the sparsity of the chordal extension. While these results do not determine whether better
chordal extensions are possible, they do suggest that a sparsity-preserving chordal graph
extension is an appropriate starting point for clique merging.
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Figure 7.1: SDP OPF optimization time versus number of nonzero chordal adjacency ma-
trix elements for permuted Tinney-2 orderings, on a log-log scale. The underlying network
graph is from the IEEE 300-bus system.
7.3.2 Clique merge behavior for NESTA networks
Behavior of the greedy clique merge algorithm depends on system size and structure, as
well as sparsity of the chordal graph extension. To illustrate greedy clique merge be-
havior in the SDP OPF setting for a wide range of networks, we applied the method to
several NESTA [57] networks. Because greedy clique merge tends to perform better for
sparse chordal extensions, we used sparse Cholesky factorization to obtain all chordal ex-
tensions. Throughout algorithm execution, we tracked the number of variables and linking
constraints, the sizes of the largest and smallest groups of nodes, and Mosek SDP OPF
solver times. Detailed results are shown for the IEEE 300-bus test case in Figure 7.2, which
tracks a few key features at each clique merge step. The size of the largest group (top solid
greed line) is initially equal to the maximum clique size. This value rises sharply at first,
then remains flat until the last few merges.2 The size of the smallest group (bottom green
line) remains 2 until the last remaining clique is merged with another group during merge
212. Approximate problem size decreases initially, as the greedy algorithm eliminates link-
ing constraints. It reaches a minimum (indicated by the “X” on the Variables curve) after
roughly half of all merges have occurred. Beyond this point, approximate problem size
as expressed in (7.1) increases due to the formation of larger groups of nodes. Despite
2Many cliques must be merged into medium-sized groups of nodes before it makes sense to merge these
larger clusters together.
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this fact, solver times continue to drop further, until nearly 200 merges have occurred. In
this case, solution time tends to be minimized close to the point at which the last clique is
merged into another group (indicated by the jump in smallest group size).
Other NESTA networks we tested behave similarly to the IEEE 300-bus case. Three
quantities of interest were tracked while applying greedy clique merge and solving the SDP
OPF for several networks: fraction of merges until v(T ) is minimized, fraction of merges
until the last clique is merged into another group, and fraction of merges until solution
time is minimized. This latter value was estimated by performing 50–250 Mosek trials3 to
obtain a spread of solver time data for each merge index, discarding points in each spread
more than two standard deviations from the mean, and inally averaging the remaining tri-
als. This computationally intensive process yielded stable average optimization times, but
rendered it impractical to consider networks larger than a few thousand nodes. Figure 7.3
illustrates results. Approximate problem size v(T ) is typically minimized after around 50%
of merges, the last unmerged clique is usually merged after roughly 75% of merges have
taken place. Note that the gap between these points is wider for larger systems. Solver
time tends to be minimized well after v(T ) is minimized, closer to where the last maximal
clique is merged. A stopping condition based only on minimizing approximate SDP OPF
problem size will therefore terminate the greedy clique merge algorithm too soon. This
calls for an improved stopping condition for greedy clique merge, or perhaps a different
merge algorithm altogether.
7.3.3 Comparison of four clique merge algorithm variants
Given the high impact of treewidth on computational performance, and the ability to model
2-cliques using conic constraints (rather than semidefinite constraints), it seems plausible
that clique merge algorithms which minimize treewidth and avoid merging 2-cliques should
out-perform standard greedy clique merge. To test this hypothesis, we applied the four al-
gorithms described in Section 7.2.3 to the IEEE 300-bus test network. Figure 7.4 illustrates
treewidth and optimization time versus merge index. While greedy clique merge seeks to
minimize v(T ) (Equation (7.1)) without regard for treewidth, the min-treewidth algorithm
does not perform any merge that would increase the largest group size until it become nec-
essary. The top plot shows that min-treewidth clique merge keeps the treewidth at 11 until
around merge 120 if 2-cliques are kept aside, and around merge 180 otherwise. By contrast,
greedy merge increases treewidth right away. Min-treewidth has a slight solver time advan-
tage, which becomes more pronounced after many merges have been performed. (Solver
3Smaller networks required more trials due to increased variance relative to mean solver time.
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Figure 7.2: Semilog plot illustrating clique merge behavior for the IEEE 300-bus test case.
Solver time is plotted in yellow against the right axis; all other quantities are plotted against






































































































































































SDP solver time minimized
Effective variable count minimized
Figure 7.3: Merges required to reach important points of clique merge algorithm execution.
time has increased substantially by this point, and anyone seeking to minimize solver time
would have already stopped merging. The gap at higher merge counts is therefore irrele-
vant.) When 2-cliques are left out of clique merge (to be modeled as conic constraints),
the increases in treewidth and solver time occur after fewer merges, since only groups with
more than 2 nodes may be merged. Aside from this, there is no apparent benefit to replacing
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semidefinite constraints for 2-cliques with second-order cone constraints.







































Figure 7.4: Treewidth (top) and SDP OPF optimization time (bottom) versus merge index
for four clique merge algorithms. The underlying network graph comes from the IEEE
300-bus system.
7.4 Conclusions
This chapter explored the connection between chordal graph extensions, clique graph struc-
ture, clique merge algorithms, and SDP OPF optimization performance. It was shown that
sparsity is desirable in chordal extensions not just because it improves numerical perfor-
mance, but also because it allows greedy clique merge to better reduce optimization time.
It was then confirmed that greedy clique merge, the state of the art merging algorithm in
the literature, performs better than either the full semidefinite constraint or the fully de-
composed set of semidefinite constraints. It does not, however, identify the decomposition
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that minimizes solver time (at least not when minimization of approximate problem size
is used as the stopping criterion). This calls for improved merging algorithms, and three
were proposed and tested. The min-treewidth algorithm avoids increasing the size of the
largest group until necessary. Results for this algorithm were as good as, or even slightly
better than, those of greedy clique merge. The other two algorithms implemented greedy
merge and min-treewidth merge, but kept 2-cliques aside to allow them to be modeled with
second-order cone constraints. These algorithm variants did not lead to improved solver
performance in our test case. One key takeaway is that SDP OPF solver performance
varies with numerous system parameters, chordal extension properties, and clique com-
position. With improved merge algorithms and stopping conditions, further performance
improvements are possible, though it remains unclear how to improve upon greedy clique
merge consistently. There may also be a better approach for generating and evaluating
semidefinite constraint decompositions than sequentially merging groups of nodes.
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CHAPTER 8
Renewable fluctuation and load-tap-changing
transformer operation minimization
8.1 Introduction
Load Tap Changing (LTC) transformers1 are prevalent throughout subtransmission and dis-
tribution networks. As generation and demand fluctuate, the LTC keeps its terminal voltage
within an acceptable range by altering its effective turns ratio [112]. Grid-scale renewables
at the subtransmission level, with their significant active power fluctuations, can make this
task more difficult for downstream distribution-level LTCs (see Fig. 8.1). Recent liter-
ature contains a variety of solutions to this problem. One popular proposal is to have
grid-scale renewables perform voltage regulation. While this achieves the goal of reduc-
ing strain on downstream LTCs, it also increases upstream power flows, thereby straining
subtransmission-level LTCs.2 In this chapter we summarize recent work on LTC tap reduc-
tion in networks with grid-scale renewables, showing that many proposed solutions merely
divert the burden of renewable variation from one transformer to another. We then discuss
two popular LTC models. Finally, we use publicly available wind and solar generation data
and a simple test network to illustrate the trade-off between subtransmission and distribu-
tion LTC tapping for four combinations of LTC model and renewable generation type.
8.2 LTC tap reduction review
LTC limitations are numerous and well-known. Tap-changer lifespan is estimated to be
roughly 50,000 taps [115] (though recently-developed vacuum-type devices may last be-
1Other acronyms for these devices include “Tap-Changing-Under-Load” (TCUL), “On-Load-Tap-
Changing” (OLTC), and “Under-Load-Tap-Changing” (ULTC). The key characteristic is online operation:
transformers whose turns ratios may only be adjusted offline are excluded.
2Though we restrict our attention to this side-effect, others exist [113, 114].
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Figure 8.1: Test network.
yond a million [116]). Discrete behavior presents a second limitation: tapping provides a
discontinuous response to a continuous disturbance. Deadbands and time delays work to
prevent excessive or redundant tapping, but one must be sure to leave enough sensitivity
for the LTC to do its job. A third limitation is tap saturation, which occurs when the trans-
former reaches the end of its tapping range. LTCs typically regulate±5-10% [117, 20, 19],
which may be insufficient for extreme fluctuations in generation and load. Communication
and control limitations comprise a fourth category of limitations. Existing LTCs are rarely
equipped to send and receive signals, so remote control of setpoints and deadbands requires
additional equipment. Finally, there can be undesirable interactions between voltage reg-
ulation devices in a network. These include hunting [118, 114, 119] and voltage regulator
runaway [20]. Of the limitations listed, we focus primarily on limited tap-changer lifespan,
which tends to be most costly. LTC failure is responsible for a significant portion of grid
interruptions, and when a power transformer fails, its tap changer is the second-most-likely
culprit [120].3 A broken transformer requires substantial time and money to repair or re-
place [20]. Voltage control schemes must be mindful of each tap’s non-negligible cost,
especially in networks with significant renewables.
There are two approaches for responding to increased voltage variation due to renew-
ables. One family of methods views the LTC as a controllable device, with inputs including
voltage setpoints, deadbands, and time delays. Setpoint adjustment is a simple and field-
tested approach belonging to this category. Allowing the setpoint to vary with renewable
generation can reduce the number of tap operations, albeit with negative repercussions
on the voltage profile [17, 18]. Deadband tuning can also extend LTC lifespan: a wider
deadband means fewer tap operations (but also looser voltage regulation). Temporarily
widening a deadband to coordinate with downstream capacitor banks can reduce tapping
without sacrificing voltage regulation [19]. Scheduling methods take LTCs offline and plan
tap positions in advance. The schedule is typically derived by minimizing voltage devia-
tions subject to a variety of constraints. As part of the optimization, the number of LTC
3According to [120], tap changer failure is responsible for 27% of 20-100 MVA transformer failures and
13% of 100-400 MVA failures. As a cause of failure, the tap changer is second only to “general aging.”
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operations may be minimized [20], capped [21, 22, 23], or disregarded [121, 122, 123].
Scheduling is a reliable way to prevent undesirable interactions and tap saturation, but
one must ensure sufficient non-scheduled (closed-loop) voltage control capability remains
to respond to forecast inaccuracy. Ultimately, the family of LTC control methods just de-
scribed presumes fine-grained controllability of setpoints, deadbands, tap positions, or time
delays. This typically requires expensive modification of existing LTCs. Coordinated con-
trol strategies additionally assume accurate forecast data and low communication latency.4
These assumptions may grow increasingly valid as devices and forecasting methods be-
come more sophisticated, but such changes are many years off for typical subtransmission
networks. Devices as costly as LTCs are replaced only when they fail, and many substa-
tions have on-site replacements that must be used up before innovative transformers can
take over. In the meantime, voltage control methods that work with existing LTC behavior
are preferable.
The second approach for alleviating LTC strain in networks with substantial renewable
generation is centered around voltage regulation at renewable nodes. Instead of control-
ling LTCs directly, one can employ voltage control at renewable nodes to influence (and
hopefully reduce) LTC tapping. This requires no LTC modification, and allows renewable
energy sources to offset their burden. One might think strict renewable voltage control is
a perfect solution for renewable variability. If one considers only downstream effects, this
is true: simply having each wind farm regulate its power factor to 0.95 leading can sig-
nificantly reduce distribution LTC tap operations [124]. Unfortunately, renewable voltage
regulation induces reactive power flows which can increase strain on upstream subtrans-
mission LTCs [114]. This trade-off was previously described in [125]. Renewable voltage
regulation must balance the effects of variability between downstream and upstream trans-
formers, determining how many tap operations are required of each.
8.3 LTC behavior and modeling
Typical LTC transformer operation is described in [19]. The device adjusts its tap position
within a ±10% range, most often via 16 up taps and 16 down taps (in the United States, at
least). Accordingly, each tap adjusts the transformer turns ratio (and hence the secondary
side open-circuit voltage) by 5/8%. A voltage deadband is used to prevent excessive or
redundant tapping. Most utilities use a deadband that is symmetric about the setpoint and
2-4 taps (1.25-2.5%) wide [19]. A time delay further reduces unnecessary tapping. The
delay may be definite (independent of voltage deviation size) [126, 127], or it may exhibit
4See [18] for a discussion of latency’s effects on voltage control schemes.
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an inverse characteristic (where a larger voltage deviation results in a shorter delay) [128].
As with any device, there are several mathematical models one might use to represent an
LTC transformer, depending on the application. The remainder of this section presents two
common models we use later on. One has a definite time delay, and the other incorporates
an inverse delay. We denote these models DLTC and ILTC, respectively.
The DLTC model relies on a simple counter (definite time delay) to determine when to
tap. It is used in [117] and [129], and has been around for decades [130].
d(t) =

1 if ∆V (t) > DB





c(t−∆t) + ∆t if d(t) = 1 and c(t−∆t) ≥ 0





T (t−∆t) + 1 if d(t) = 1 and c(t) > C
T (t−∆t)− 1 if d(t) = −1 and c(t) < −C
T (t−∆t) otherwise, and when T at limit
(8.1c)
The input signal is ∆V (t), the difference between observed and reference voltage magni-
tudes. The signal d(t) is 0 when ∆V (t) is within the deadband, 1 above the deadband,
and -1 below the deadband (8.1a). If d(t) remains 1 or -1 for more than one time step ∆t,
the counter c increases in magnitude; otherwise, it resets to 0 (8.1b). Once the counter
reaches ±C, which is typically on the order of fifteen seconds to a few minutes, the tap
increases or decreases once per time step (8.1c). Thus, when the terminal voltage leaves
the deadband, the counter increases (decreases) until it reaches a predetermined maximum
(minimum). The tap position then increases (decreases) once per time step until terminal
voltage returns to the deadband or the transformer encounters a tap limit. When terminal
voltage returns to the deadband, the counter is reset.
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 1τ (∆V (t)−DB) if ∆V (t) > DB1
τ






∆t if T (t) = T (t−∆t)




T (t−∆t) + 1 if e(t) > α
T (t−∆t)− 1 if e(t) < −α




varies directly with the gap between terminal voltage ∆V (t) and dead-
band DB, and inversely with time constant τ (8.2a). The “tap error” e increases or de-
creases based on de(t)
dt
, but is reset to 0 after a tap occurs and whenever V is inside the
deadband (8.2b). The transformer adjusts its tap position T when the magnitude of e(t)
exceeds that of one tap step α (8.2c). Thus, when input voltage leaves the deadband, tap
error e(t) increases (or decreases) with time constant τ , until its magnitude reaches one tap
step. Then the tap position T increases (or decreases), and e is reset. A larger ∆V causes e
to grow faster, which induces tapping sooner.
The two models share most parameters (voltage setpoints, deadbands, and tap ranges
and sizes). Only the timing parameters are unique. If C and τ are tuned for a particular
input signal, the DLTC and ILTC models will tap with roughly the same frequency.
8.4 Case study
To illustrate the trade-off between subtransmission and distribution LTC tapping, we have
developed a case study that uses a simple test network, the two LTC models presented in
Section 8.3, and renewable generation data from the National Renewable Energy Labora-
tory (NREL) [61, 132].
8.4.1 Test network
Fig. 8.1 depicts a radial test network that is suitable for exploring the impact of renewable
generation variability on the tapping of higher- and lower-voltage transformers. A large
upstream system is represented by its Thévenin equivalent behind node 2. A subtransmis-
sion LTC transformer regulates voltage at node 3. Renewable generation is connected to
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(a) No renewable voltage regulation. (b) Full renewable voltage regulation.
Figure 8.2: DLTC tap trajectories for the two extreme cases.
node 4, and we assume the maximum active power injection here is 0.5 pu. A distribution
LTC lies downstream of node 4. It serves a constant load of 0.2 + j0.1 pu at node 5. Line
admittances are set to values that would be realistic before the introduction of renewable
generation.
Suppose there is no voltage regulation at node 4. As active power injection at the point
of interconnection (POI) of the renewable generation varies, so does the fraction of load
that must be supplied by the upstream power system. This leads to varying voltage mag-
nitudes at the POI and load nodes. The distribution LTC responds by tapping to keep the
load voltage within acceptable limits. Now suppose the renewable source tightly regulates
voltage at node 4. As its active power output varies, the renewable generator will pro-
duce or absorb reactive power to keep its terminal voltage fixed. This variation in active
and reactive power flow through the upstream network results in voltage variations which
the subtransmission LTC must compensate. Lax regulation of the POI voltage sends the
burden of renewable variation downstream to the distribution transformer; tight POI volt-
age regulation sends it upstream to the subtransmission transformer. A trade-off curve of
intermediate scenarios lies between these extremes, as we will soon illustrate.
8.4.2 LTC parameters
For comparison purposes, we used both LTC models described in Section 8.3 in our case
study. We selected identical tap ranges and deadbands for the two models based on typical
values in the literature. Each model has 16 up taps and 16 down taps, and each step adjusts
downstream voltage by 5/8%. Voltage setpoints are 1.02 pu for subtransmission and 0.96
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pu for distribution,5 and each model has a deadband of two tap steps in either direction
(i.e. ±1.25%). Timing parameters were determined via simulation, using the renewable
generation data discussed in Section 8.4.3. Our goal was to choose values for C and τ that
cause the DLTC and ILTC models to tap roughly the same number of times over the course
of a year. We chose C = τ = 120s for the subtransmission LTCs, and C = τ = 240s for
the distribution LTCs.6 Although identical values for C and τ happened to yield similar tap
frequencies with our network and renewable data, this will not always be the case. Also,
matching tap frequencies do not necessarily imply matching tap behavior, as we will see in
Section 8.4.5.
8.4.3 NREL renewable generation data
With load assumed to be constant, the sole source of variation in the system is renewable
active power injection at node 4.7 Because wind and solar behave quite differently, we
consider both sources. The United States’ National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
makes its Wind Integration National Dataset (WIND) freely available [61]. WIND com-
bines meteorological data with carefully-selected turbine power curves to simulate wind
power production at over 126,000 sites in the United States across seven years. We arbi-
trarily chose to use wind data from site no. 16345, simulated for the year 2012.8 Despite its
impressive span, the NREL dataset is temporally limited from the perspective of LTC dy-
namics. Its five-minute time resolution is too low to assess LTC dynamics, which may occur
at tens of seconds to a few minutes in real networks [127, 133, 126]. As a compromise,
we used cubic spline interpolation between data points to obtain a one-minute-resolution
time series.9 Then we chose fairly realistic LTC time delays as described in Section 8.4.2
to ensure tapping did not occur more than once per minute. NREL publishes a solar in-
tegration dataset similar to WIND, with simulated five-minute solar power data for many
locations in the United States during the year 2006 [132]. We arbitrarily selected a site
in Michigan with coordinates 41.85◦ N, -83.55◦ E. As with the wind data, we used cubic
spline interpolation to obtain a yearlong time series with one-minute resolution.
5The low setpoint of 0.96 pu keeps the distribution LTC from sitting at its +16 tap position too often,
which would obscure the trade-off phenomenon of interest. In a real network, the setpoint would be closer to
1 pu, and a capacitor bank might be used to boost load voltage.
6The distribution LTC’s longer delay allows it to wait until upstream voltage settles, preventing undesir-
able interactions between transformers [128].
7We hold load constant to separate the effects of renewable generation variability.
8A full year of data contains important seasonal variation [124].
9This technique was also used, albeit with the addition of noise, in [132].
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8.4.4 Tap trajectories
Fig. 8.2 shows how the DLTC transformers respond to wind variation with and without
regulation of the POI voltage. The level of renewable active power output determines the
voltage difference between buses 3 and 4. When output is high and constant, there is more
than enough local generation for the load, and voltage at bus 4 is higher; when output is
low, additional power must be drawn from the transmission network, and voltage at bus 3
is higher. Reactive power output capability at bus 4 determines which of the two voltages is
the stronger regulation point. Without reactive capability at the POI, bus 4 floats relative to
bus 3, and the distribution LTC must compensate (Fig. 8.2a). With unlimited POI reactive
capability, bus 3 floats relative to bus 4, and the subtransmission LTC must compensate
(Fig. 8.2b). There are many scenarios between these extremes, as the next section will
illustrate.
8.4.5 Trade-off curves
Reactive power capability at bus 4 splits the effects of active power fluctuations between
the two LTCs in the network of Fig 8.1. If POI reactive capability is zero, voltage control is
effectively turned off. As it increases, the renewable generator provides increasing voltage
support at node 4. One natural way to visualize the effects of this gradual increase in
voltage support is a trade-off plot. We used the following procedure to generate four trade-
off series, one for each combination of LTC model (DLTC or ILTC) and NREL data type
(wind or solar). 1) Let ±Qmax be the reactive power limits at the renewable node (bus 4
in Fig. 8.1). In other words, let bus 4 be a voltage-controlled bus unless the necessary
reactive injection is greater than +Qmax or less than −Qmax. 2) Now let Qmax take 100
values between 0.0 and 0.25 pu. 3) For each of these limit values, perform a yearlong
simulation of the Fig. 8.1 network at a one-minute resolution, with active injection at bus
4 coming from the NREL data described in Section 8.4.3. 4) Count subtransmission and
distribution LTC operations for each simulation, and determine the average number of taps
per day. 5) Plot these tap frequencies against each other to obtain a scatterplot series with
100 points. The four series we obtained via this procedure are plotted in Fig. 8.3a and 8.3b.
We also plotted the total frequency of tap operations (subtransmission plus distribution)
versus Qmax in Fig. 8.4a and 8.4b.
The four series in Fig. 8.3 possess the same basic shape. The slope of each is about -2,
suggesting that a two-tap reduction in distribution LTC operations results in one additional
subtransmission LTC operation. Fig. 8.4 indicates that regardless of LTC model or renew-
able generation type, total tap frequency (vertical axis) tends to decrease with increasing
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(a) Definite time delay (DLTC) model. (b) Inverse time delay (ILTC) model.
Figure 8.3: Trade-off curves.
(a) Definite time delay (DLTC) model. (b) Inverse time delay (ILTC) model.
Figure 8.4: Total number of taps as a function of renewable reactive power limit.
reactive power limit (horizontal axis). If the two transformers are equally costly to replace,
renewable voltage regulation is desirable, as it leads to fewer tap operations overall.
There are a few notable differences between the four series. The two series in Fig. 8.3a
are slightly further from the origin than those of Fig. 8.3b, implying the DLTCs tap slightly
more often than the ILTCs overall. This is due to the balance between maximum DLTC
counter value C in (8.1) and ILTC time constant τ in (8.2). To ease comparison between
the two models, we attempted to match tap frequencies (see Section 8.4.2), but this is not
an exact process. There are also differences between wind and solar fluctuations. For one,
the latter tend to induce more tapping due to their diurnal nature. Regardless of its daytime
peak, active solar injection at bus 4 drops to zero at night. Wind variation does not typically
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impose such extreme variation on LTCs. Solar generation also results in slightly steeper
trade-off curves, implying greater reduction in total tap operations as renewable reactive
capability increases. This is apparent in Fig. 8.4a and the region to the left of Qmax = 0.09
pu in Fig. 8.4b. BetweenQmax = 0.09 pu andQmax = 0.14 pu, there is a difference between
wind and solar that appears only when the ILTC model is used. The wind trade-off curve in
Fig. 8.3b has positive slope in this region, and the corresponding curve in Fig. 8.4b drops
rapidly. In general, increasing Qmax will cause the subtransmission LTC to tap more and
the distribution LTC to tap less, so the trade-off curve will have negative slope (Qmax = 0
to 0.09 pu). But when the subtransmission LTC encounters a tap limit, it cannot tap more
despite facing additional burden from wind variability. Both transformers will tap less, the
trade-off curve will have positive slope, and the voltage profile will suffer (Qmax = 0.10
to 0.14 pu). Finally, if enough wind variability burden is shifted to the subtransmission
LTC, the distribution LTC will tap rarely or not at all. Whenever the subtransmission LTC
is not saturated, it will tap more to compensate, and the trade-off curve will have negative
slope once more (Qmax = 0.14 to 0.18 pu). This subtle difference between DLTC and
ILTC behavior for a particular choice of parameter values illustrates the complexity of the
transformer tapping trade-off for even the simplest networks.
An LTC performs fewer tap operations its voltage remains within the deadband more
often, but also performs fewer operations if its tap position is stuck at a limit (e.g. the LTC
would continue tapping if it could, but is unable due to physical limitation). In this case, the
LTC will not wear out, but only because the device is incapable of performing its voltage
regulation function; system voltage will suffer as a result. The trade-off curves of Figure
8.3 do not illustrate the extent to which the LTCs maintained a desired voltage profile. We
add this information to subsequent plots by introducing a voltage profile quality metric
VQ. Let Vt represent the vector of bus voltage magnitudes at time step t of a quasi-static
simulation, and Vnom the desired voltage profile. Before simulation begins, let VQ = 0. At
each time step t (from 1 to the final time step tend) during simulation, VQ is increased by





With this voltage profile metric defined, we turn next to voltage setpoint sensitivity.
In addition to the individual trade-off curves for particular LTC parameter settings
shown in Figure 8.3, we also generated families of trade-off curves to illustrate the ef-
fects of changing voltage setpoint. The procedure for generating a family of curves is as
follows. 1) Let the distribution LTC (modeled with a definite delay) voltage setpoint vary
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0.98 pu to 1.08 pu in steps of 0.2 pu. 2) For each setpoint value, generate a trade-off curve
of with 50 Qmax values distributed evenly over [0, 0.35]. 3) Let each point be colored ac-
cording to Vq, with blue indicating less deviation from the nominal voltage profile, and red
indicating more deviation. We followed this procedure to generate two families of curves:
one for wind generation, and the other for solar. The results are shown in Figure 8.5, with
wind generation on the left and solar on the right. The color of each point represents VQ,
divided by the number of days to obtain the average accumulation of voltage profile devia-
tions each day. Note the general improvement in voltage profile as Qmax increases (moving
from left to right in each plot). This is as expected: with increased renewable reactive
power capability, the distribution LTC is better able to keep its setpoint within the dead-
band. As we have established previously, the cost due to additional reactive power flow
through the network is a greater number of subtransmission LTC tap operations. It is also
interesting to note that regardless of voltage setpoint, all trade-off curves converge as Qmax
increases. By contrast, each curve tapers off to a different number of distribution taps per
day with low Qmax. This is due to tap saturation. With low Qmax, the distribution LTC
frequently encounters its tap position limit and remains stuck there, despite the need for
further voltage regulation. As voltage setpoint increases, the device encounters its tap limit
more frequently, and the number of tap operations decreases (along with voltage profile
quality). This explains why VQ is higher (more voltage profile deviation, redder color) to-
wards the left of each plot. To summarize, each trade-off curve has a region of blue points
where both LTCs are able to perform voltage regulation without encountering tap position
limits too frequently. The lower the distribution LTC setpoint, the broader this region is.
Within the blue region, it is possible to trade off between distribution and subtransmission
tap operations with no detrimental effects on voltage profile. Beyond a certain point, any
further reduction in distribution LTC tap operations is due to tap saturation, and the voltage
profile suffers. It is straightforward to imagine (and generate) similar plots to illustrate the
effects of varying subtransmission LTC voltage setpoint, or indeed any other LTC or system
parameter. In any case, the intersection of a acceptable voltage profile region and a region
of feasible parameter settings restricts the extent to which distribution and subtransmission
tap operations may be traded off.
The results generated in our case study suggest great complexity of LTC tapping trade-
off phenomenon in general networks. The simulations here have shown that slight changes
can significantly alter the shape and viable region of the trade-off curve. Many possibilities
beyond those considered here arise in real power systems. The distribution feeder may have
its own renewable generation, the subtransmission LTC might serve multiple distribution
feeders, or several renewable sources could be connected at the subtransmission level. The
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(a) Simulated with wind generation.

































(b) Simulated with solar generation.
Figure 8.5: Effects of varying distribution LTC voltage setpoint on tap operations and
voltage profile. Simulation was conducted for one month of data (June) at a one-minute
time resolution. Each trade-off curve was generated by varying Qmax over [0, 0.35]. Points
are colored according to VQ, divided by the number of days (30) to obtain the average
voltage profile deviation (in a 2-norm sense) accumulated each day.
need for simulation makes it impractical to simultaneously consider the effects of numerous
parameter variations, yet the methodology used to produce plots like those of Figures 8.3
and 8.5 may be used to illuminate the tapping trade-off for one or two parameter variations
at a time.
8.5 Conclusion
For many decades load tap changing (LTC) transformers and voltage regulators have been
used to keep voltages within bounds throughout sub-transmission and distribution systems.
These devices are more than capable of handling the gradual, daily fluctuations of conven-
tional demand. But with the rise of renewable generation, tapping due to load variation is
frequently eclipsed by the tapping induced by weather variation. Unfortunately, this prob-
lem cannot be solved by simply regulating voltage at renewable nodes. Any benefit to the
distribution LTC may come at a cost to the upstream subtransmission LTC. We illustrated
this trade-off for two LTC models (definite delay and inverse delay) and two renewable
sources (wind and solar). We showed that voltage regulation at the point of interconnec-
tion of renewable generation effectively determines how much voltage variability must be
compensated by the distribution transformer, and how much is diverted upstream to the
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subtransmission transformer.
Tap minimization calls for sophisticated control schemes capable of jointly address-
ing subtransmission and distribution tap operations. Model Predictive Control (MPC) is
well-suited for using continually-updated forecast information to achieve this goal. A
differential-algebraic-discrete power system model [134] may be incorporated into an MPC
scheme which selects appropriate voltage regulation for renewable nodes and controllable
LTCs, and policies for other regulation devices [135]. There are many important details one
must consider when designing and implementing such a control scheme. We have shown,
for example, that simply switching between LTC models or modifying timing parameters
can significantly impact results. Understanding the transformer tapping trade-off is the first




This thesis introduced a method for quantifying and managing a transmission network’s
vulnerability (in terms of transmission line heating) to fluctuations in renewable genera-
tion. Another branch of research focused on time series data characteristics and system
structure. Electric load data is an important ingredient in the temporal deviation scanning
method, but some publicly available load profile datasets exhibit unrealistic characteristics.
Time series analysis methods were used to identify these characteristics, and results from
signal processing and random matrix theory were used to identify and isolate quantization
noise. As with time series datasets, some commonly-used test systems possess unrealistic
structural features. Graph-theoretic methods were used to efficiently reveal anomalous con-
nectivity patterns. This led to an exploration of the relationship between system structure
and SDP OPF solution performance. Finally, it was shown that voltage regulation at renew-
able generation sites is not a panacea for voltage magnitude fluctuations due to renewable
generation unpredictability. As voltage regulation is increased at renewable generation
sites, downstream LTC transformers tap less, but upstream LTC transformers tap more.
Chapter 2 introduced the static deviation scanning problem, which yields a ranked list
of renewable generation deviations that drive at least one transmission line to its steady-
state flow limit. The method becomes more conservative when decoupled power flow is
used (i.e. when non-flat voltage magnitude profiles are accommodated). The inability of
static methods to incorporate the time-dependent phenomenon of line failure or dynamic
system behavior more generally make them ill-suited for the operating environment. Even
so, static deviation scanning provides an interesting testbed for future comparison of power
flow approximations and relaxations.
Chapter 3 introduced a temporal deviation scanning framework. By formulating and
solving a QCQP as proposed, it is possible to compute the smallest deviation in a wind
power forecast that would drive a transmission line to its thermal (temperature) limit over
a specified time horizon. The solution algorithm is suitable for large-scale power systems,
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and there are a few useful ways to apply the algorithm to address system challenges. Tem-
poral deviation scanning can identify those lines most vulnerable to renewable generation
fluctuations. It can also efficiently orchestrate conventional generators to reduce the tem-
perature of a line operating above its limit. In an operational setting, temporal deviation
scanning may be used repeatedly to manage system vulnerability to fluctuations, and to
keep line temperatures low. Future work should refine the proposed MPC method, espe-
cially by justifying or improving the heuristics used. It would also be beneficial to more
rigorously study uncertainty in renewable generation and load, and joint uncertainty in
both, as they pertain to temporal deviation scanning. Temporal deviation scanning may
also prove more valuable in conjunction with dynamic line rating schemes; this merits fur-
ther consideration. Finally, to ensure the method’s viability for realistic power systems, it
would be valuable to collaborate with a system operator such as ERCOT in Texas or RTE
in France.
Chapter 4 identified distinguishing features of realistic and synthetic electric load data.
Six load profile datasets were checked for patterns using cross-correlation analysis and
singular value decomposition. These methods help detect whether a load profile is ar-
tificial, and whether disaggregation was performed when the full dataset was generated.
Individual time series were also considered. We proposed an embedding dimension and
eigen-grouping for SSA analysis of load profiles, thereby isolating trends from oscillations
and noise. By applying these metrics and analysis methods, one can quickly determine the
realism of many load profile datasets. In future work, similar techniques may be applied to
other time series data including wind and solar generation.
Chapter 5 considered quantization noise, a nonlinear and irreversible degradation which
results from numerical rounding of floating-point data. Having considered the validity
of the additive white noise model in the load profile setting, we derived error estimates
and bounds. To the author’s knowledge, these bounds are the first to accurately predict
the singular value “shelf” observed in two popular publicly-available load profile datasets.
The additive white noise model also suggests a means of isolating quantization noise. In
fact, even large amounts of quantization noise may be cleanly removed if the original load
profiles used in disaggregation are known. Literature in signal processing and data science
may contain other relevant noise bounds and techniques, calling for future work.
In Chapter 6, a number of topological graph metrics were applied to nearly all publicly-
available networks. The analysis revealed several structural anomalies, particularly in PE-
GASE networks, which likely resulted from network reduction. While some of these un-
desirable structures had been previously identified, to the author’s knowledge this analysis
was the first to leverage multiple unweighted graph methods to provide a systematic means
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of identifying all of them. The degree of context provided by dozens of publicly available
networks is also unprecedented in the literature. A combination of node degree distribu-
tion, degree assortativity, and rich-club coefficient metrics is effective for identifying these
structures within large graphs in a computationally efficient manner. These metrics may be
used to quickly scan new grid models for potential modeling or data issues. The importance
of electrical information (as encoded in weighted graphs), along with connections between
unweighted and weighted graph properties, may be explored in future work.
Chapter 7 explored the connection between clique structure and decompositions of the
semidefinite constraint in the semidefinite relaxation of the optimal power flow problem.
While greedy clique merge performs much better than either the full constraint or the fully
decomposed constraint, it does not identify the decomposition that minimizes semidefinite
solver time. There is a performance gap that suggests the potential for improving SDP OPF
computational performance by identifying better constraint decompositions.
Finally, Chapter 8 studied the relationship between voltage control at renewable sites
and LTC transformer tap operations. Any benefit provided to the distribution LTC by
voltage regulation comes at a cost to the upstream subtransmission LTC. This trade-off
was illustrated for two LTC models (definite delay and inverse delay) and two renewable
sources (wind and solar). It was shown that voltage regulation at the point of intercon-
nection of renewable generation effectively determines how much voltage variability must
be compensated by the distribution transformer, and how much is diverted upstream to the
subtransmission transformer. As renewable voltage regulation capability varies, there is a
trade-off between subtransmission and distribution LTC tapping. In some regions of this
trade-off curve, there are also significant impacts on the system voltage profile. While
the LTC tapping trade-off has been discussed in the literature, this analysis provided the
most detailed treatment of its relationship to LTC and system parameters, and to the system
voltage profile. Minimizing overall tapping calls for sophisticated control schemes capa-
ble of jointly addressing subtransmission and distribution tap operations. Model Predictive
Control (MPC) is well-suited for using continually-updated forecast information to achieve
this goal. There are many important details one must consider when designing and imple-
menting such a control scheme. It was shown, for example, that even a slight change in
timing parameters can significantly impact results. Understanding the transformer tapping
trade-off is the first step towards more effective voltage control. Based on the work in this
chapter, it seems that coordinating LTCs and renewable generators to reduce tap opera-
tions is a complex problem whose solution may not scale well to realistic power systems.
Nonetheless, future work towards understanding and optimizing around the LTC tapping
trade-off should prove valuable.
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